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We performed a joint computational – experimental investigation of the dynamics of ligand exchange on 
gold nanoclusters (GNC) surface with the aim to understand how to control the structural and optical 
properties of GNC through the design of their ligand shell. Our computational studies were carried out in the 
framework of the Kohn – Sham implementation of density functional theory in quantum chemistry. We 
analyzed the main features of UV – Vis spectra computed at the TD – DFT / CAM – B3LYP level for the 
Au13, Au25, and Au28 metallic cores protected by thiolate, chloride, and phosphine ligands. Our results show 
that it is possible to tune the energy of the lowest absorption band of gold clusters by ligand shell engineering 
in order to control the charge redistribution between ligand shell and metallic core. 
In parallel we synthesized a set of Au25(ATP)x(TP)18 – x clusters with different ATP/TP ratios using 
an adapted Demessence protocol by combining 4ATP (4 – aminothiophenol) and TP (thiophenol) ligands. 
ESI – MS measurements evidence that for these mixed ligand shells the Au25 nuclearity is preserved. 
However, the addition of the DDT (1 – dodecanethiol) ligand in the mixture leads to nanoparticle formation. 
FT – IR spectroscopy confirms the absorption of two different ligands on the gold surface and SAXS shows 
that we have a good correlation between the distance between two clusters and the length of the ligand 
protecting them. 
Furthermore, we collaborated with the Institut Charles Gerhardt in the Université de Montpellier, 
France whose experimental results show that several n – heterocyclic carbenes (NHC) bearing different 
groups on the N atoms exhibit similar reactivity when protecting a gold nanosurface. The formation of the 
bis(NHC) AuI gold complexes is evidenced by 13C NMR. In order to complement and interpret the 
experimental results, we carried out a computational study of the adsorption of a single NHC on Au38 which 
acts as a model for the gold surface, as well as of the fully NHC ligated Au38 cluster. The joint experimental 
– theoretical study, in particular the comparison between computed and 13C NMR spectra allows proposing 
a possible mechanism explaining the formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ complexes and the erosion 
experienced by the nanoparticle. 
Finally, we carried out a comparison of the mode of binding and the structural and optical properties 
of the fully ligated PH3 and NHC GNC with metallic cores of different nuclearities. Our computations show 
that the Au – P bond is weaker than the Au – NHC one. Additionally, our study confirms that the ligand – to 
– metal charge transfer is an important parameter for understanding the electronic transitions and the UV – 
Vis spectra in these clusters. Our computations on the PH3 – Au38 set of complexes show that there is a site 
selectivity for the reactivity for the PH3 interacting on the Au38 surface which allows predicting where the 
PH3 is likely to be adsorbed. This selectivity is not observed in the case of the binding of a single NHC ligand 
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Chapter I. Introduction 
 
 
Ultra – small gold nanoclusters (GNC) exhibit interesting optical properties relevant for applications in 
catalysis, [1-6] material science [7-9] and medicine. [10-13] Contrary to their nanoparticle counterpart, GNCs 
show a well – defined structure and stoichiometry instead of a distribution of size and ligand coverage. Since 
at the nanoscale, size and ligand coverage control the optical and electronic properties, stoichiometric GNC 
are materials of choice for synthetizing new materials with engineered reproducible properties and for 
controlling them through a better understanding of the relation between their structure and properties. 
 Several ligands can be used to passivate GNCs and nanoparticles, for example; amines,[14] 
thioethers,[15] thiolates [16-20], n – heterocyclic carbenes [21, 22] and phosphines [23-29] leading to a 
large range of clusters with different core stoichiometry and properties. Ligand protection is not only a way 
to prevent the formation of larger clusters or nanoparticles, it can also be used to functionalize the cluster. 
It is well documented that the character of the ligand (electron – donor or attractor) and the presence of 
different ligands and their organization on the shell have a significant effect on the GNC structure, charge 
distribution between the metal core and ligand shell and properties. [30-32] Moreover, the structure of the 
ligand and the mode of grafting on the metal surface can limit the size of the cluster. [1] For instance, 
phosphine ligands are weakly bound to gold followed by a charge transfer from the ligand shell to the core. 
Phosphine does not distort the metal core significantly, however the opposite effect takes place in the case 
of thiolate. [30, 33] They notably distort the bare cluster compared to phosphine and their structure is 
composed of an inner gold core surrounded by {– SR – Au – SR – Au – SR −} or {– SR – Au – SR −} “staple” 
motifs. Additionally, theoretical work show a shorter binding energy for phosphine GNCs which can explain 
why in some cases theses nanoclusters are used as a precursors to obtain thiolate coated particles. [28] 
The properties of GNCs can be tuned also by protecting the metal core by a mixture of different 
ligands instead of one hence, taking advantage of the versatility of the metal surface. Exploring different 
ligand combinations and core morphologies and stoichiometry we open the door to the large field of GNCs 
functionalization. As mentioned above, the nature of the ligands and their spatial organization turns to be 
extremely important on the understanding of their optical properties. Two different ligand shell can show 
different separation domains; Janus configuration; that is to say, ligand spatially segregated, in stripes and 
randomly organized. Among these, Janus nanoparticles have attracted a lot of attention due to their 
interesting and characteristic ligand shell asymmetry. As a consequence, they can be used for display 
applications [34] or – due to their surface properties – as stabilizing agents for emulsions and foams. [35] 
Scanning transmission microscope (STM) shows that for gold nanoparticles with 3 – 8 nm diameter 
a stripe configuration is reported, [36-38] while nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY) 
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indicates a ligand shell in a Janus – like domain at of 1.5 nm diameters. [39] Patchy or randomly organized 
ligands in the protecting shell is found in the range 1.5 – 3 nm of diameter. These studies show that the 
separation ligand domain can be modified by varying the ligand composition and the metal core size. It is 
suggested that the segregation of ligands depends on the curvature (cluster diameter) and the ligand length 
difference. 
There was in recent years significant progress in the synthesis of thiolate and phosphine ligated 
gold clusters [24, 28, 40-45] as well in their experimental [22, 27, 29, 41, 42, 46-48] and theoretical [21, 31, 
32, 49-54] characterization. However, the identification of the relation between their physicochemical 
properties and their structure remains a major challenge. Moreover, to achieve synthetic methodologies 
where one can control the size of the nanocluster and overcome polydispersity remains a challenge. 
Fortunately, development of GNC synthesis methodologies together with mass spectrometry, X – ray 
diffraction and scattering and UV – Vis spectroscopy have allowed to characterize several magic number 
clusters. Understanding their stability  have led to the establishment of the superatomic model [55] and the 
electron shell closing concept [56] (based on the Jellium model [57]). 
Brust et al. reported the first gold nanoparticle capped by thiolate ligands  in 1994 [58] and in 2005 
the first mass spectrometry study determining a GNC structure. [18] Suggestion that the gold core is highly 
deformed by the thiolate ligand shell by Garzón [59] and the divide and protect concept proposed by 
Häkkinen [60] together with the structural determination work opened the way to synthesis control of the 
well – defined size GNCs. Also, the use of single X – Ray diffraction on the Au102(SR)144 represented a 
breakthrough on the study of GNCs since it was the first successful crystallization allowing the cluster 
structure determination. [61] It is worth mentioning that, in 2008, Zhu and Aikens assign HOMO – to – LUMO 
character to the lowest energy band in the UV – Vis spectrum of Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 by performing linear 
response TD – DFT calculation on the anion [Au25(SH)18]– model, successfully correlating the cluster 
structure and the optical absorption profile. [48, 62] 
The stoichiometry of GNCs is, nowadays, relatively easy to obtain thanks to electrospray ionization 
(ESI – MS) and ion – mobility separation (IMS – MS) mass spectrometry as well as UV – Vis spectroscopy. 
However, the atomic structure, that is to say, the organization of the gold atoms in space (its equilibrium 
geometry) and also that of ligands in the protecting shell is hard to determine. It is actually this difficulty on 
the structural determination what motivates the use of computational chemistry. DFT is a powerful tool which 
has strongly contributed on the structural prediction and comprehension of chemical, electronic and optical 
properties of thiolate, [17, 53, 62-64] phosphine [27, 30-32] and also recently n – heterocyclic [21, 22] 
carbene capped GNC. 
Regarding the challenges GNCs represent, the main objective of this thesis is to obtain an insight 
about how parameters such as; the metal core nuclearity and morphology, the nature of the ligand absorbed 
on the gold surface and the interligand interactions modify the optical and electronic properties of GNC. For 
this purpose, a theoretical and an experimental investigations have been carried out. 
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In the computational part, the structural determination of different phosphine, chloride, thiolate and 
n – heterocyclic carbene coated GNC with Au13, Au20, Au28, Au25 and Au38 metal cores has been performed 
at the DFT / CAM – B3LYP level of theory using Gaussian 09 [65], taking as starting point the available 
crystallographic data [16, 25, 66, 67] (except for Au20 where no crystallographic data is yet available). In all 
of the cases, the ligand protected GNCs show a very close structure to those found experimentally by X – 
Ray diffraction. For the thiolated capped GNC, the classical divide and protect scheme is shown: the 
structures are composed of an inner gold core surrounded by {– SR – Au – SR – Au – SR −} or {– SR – Au 
– SR −} “staple” motifs. 
On the other hand, UV – Vis spectroscopy is normally used to follow the synthesis of GNCs since 
these nanosystems show a typical optical profile depending on their specific stoichiometry. [16, 24, 45, 48, 
63] No surface plasmon resonance is present in this size regime,.[68, 69] The UV – Vis spectra of GNCs is 
usually characterized by a tail – and – humps profile, with relatively weak absorption bands in the visible 
region which involve the HOMO – LUMO transition [30, 53, 62, 63, 70] while the main band falls in the UV. 
The optical profile is strongly dependent on the metal core nuclearity and geometry. However, no obvious 
correlation between these two cluster parameters and the position in energy of the lower energy transitions 
is found. Here, we compute the UV – Vis spectra at the equilibrium geometry of the ground electronic state 
using TD – DFT method for the different structures we mentioned above.  
Particular attention has been devoted to the [Au25(SR)18]– (SR being a thiolate ligand) cluster 
because of its chemical stability, [28, 71] luminescence [72] and catalytic applications. [71, 73-77] The X – 
Ray characterization made by Murray et al [66] in 2008 showed that the crystal structure of the [Au25(SR)18]– 
cluster consists of an icosahedral Au13 gold core protected by six RS – (Au – SR)2 staple motifs. Also in 
2008, Jin et al. [48] confirmed the structure also by X – Ray crystallography and NMR analyses and 
measured its experimental UV – Vis spectroscopy showing three well – defined molecule – like transitions 
at 1.8, 2.75 and 3.1 eV. The first one at 1.8 corresponds to an HOMO – LUMO transition (as mentioned 
above). Computational studies have found the same core – staple structure and very good agreement with 
the optical profiles confirming the experimental results. [64, 78] This motivated us to focus on the synthesis 
of this particular and stable GNC. Hence, in the experimental part, first, we aim to synthesize the monoligand 
protected Au25 cluster using different ligands: 4 – aminothiophenol (4ATP), thiophenol (TP) and 1 – 
dodecanethiol (DDT) by using the approach developed by Demessence et al. [79] as well as to perform the 
characterization of their structural and optical properties. Also, successful synthesis and characterization of 
the two ligand protected Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18-x by adding simultaneously both ligands in the synthesis process 
was achieved. Even though the synthesis of GNCs is significantly sensitive to experimental conditions 
(temperature, concentration of reactants, ligand addition time, etc.), addition TP and 4ATP leads to the Au25 
core nuclearity protected by different 4ATP/TP ratios. 
Additionally, ligand exchange reaction was also explored as synthetic method to obtain two different 
ligand protected GNCs at different ligand (ligand A / ligand B) ratio. For this purpose, the well – characterized 
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Au25(4ATP)18/17 [79] was used as a precursor in solution and, addition of a second ligand was performed to 
start the exchange reaction. Different (ligand A / ligand B) ratios (75, 50 and 22%) were explored. 
 Finally, ESI – MS, IMS – MS , UV – Vis and FT – IR spectroscopy, TEM (transmission electron 
microscopy) and SAXS (small angle X – Ray scattering) characterization techniques were used to 
characterize the clusters synthesized. 
The thesis is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 1 is devoted to the introduction. In chapter 2 we 
describe the electronic structure methodology used in this work. In chapter 3 we study and compare the UV 
– Vis spectra, computed at the TD – DFT / CAMB3LYP level, of the Au13, Au25, and Au28 metallic cores 
protected by thiolate, chloride, and phosphine ligands. We show, by investigating several model clusters 
and experimentally reported ones that the charge redistribution between the gold core and the ligand shell 
can be controlled by the electron character (acceptor or donor) of the ligands absorbed on the gold cluster 
and their spatial organization on the metal surface. We find that the more negative the partial charge of the 
metal core is, the more the spectrum is red shifted (see figure 1).[30] The identified trend between the 
natural partial charge on the gold core and the position of the lowest energy band is robust and remains 
valid even for small clusters with little structural or electronic similarity. Our computations show that it is 
possible to tune the position of the lowest absorption band by tailoring the amount of electron density on the 
metallic core with an appropriate design of the ligand shell. Also, our calculations confirm that, the 
organization of the ligand protecting the core and the charge state of the GNC have a significant impact on 




Figure 1. Computed optical absorption spectra of the ligated anions [Au25(SCH3)]–, [Au25(SPh)] – and the 
cation [Au25(SCH3)] + GNC at the TD – DFT level. 
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In chapter 4, we study of the structural and optical properties of two different ligand protected gold 
clusters at the DFT level. Again, the Au25 core was used as a model. Gold core protection by different 
ligands; the TP, 4ATP and also the 6 – mercaptohexanoic acid (S – (CH2)5COOH, called here 6MHA) was 
investigated in three different ligand configurations: ligands spatially segregated (also known as Janus), [39, 
80-82] forming stripes [36, 83] and randomly organized. Our computations confirm the stability of the Au25 
metal framework since in most of the cases no significant deformation was experienced by the mixing of 
thiolate ligands. Also, different 4ATP/TP ligand on the Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18-x was studied theoretically. Our 
computations show a blue shift for the Janus Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9 cluster which corresponds to the 1:1 ligand 
ratio compared to the other two Janus configurations. 
In chapter 5, we show that we successfully reproduced the Au25(TP)18 and Au25(4ATP)18 cluster 
synthesis developed by Demessence. [79] Also, the synthesis of the two different ligand protected 
Au25(SR)18 clusters was carried out by adapting the same synthetic approach by adding two different ligands 
in the synthesis solution at the same time. Three different ligands have been used: 4 – aminothiophenol 
(4ATP), thiophenol (TP) and 1 – dodecanethiol (DDT). ESI – MS confirms that we successfully obtained a 
set of Au25(ATP)x(TP)18 – x clusters with different ATP/TP ratios while aggregation is experienced for DDT 
capped metal cores leading to the formation of nanoparticles. FT – IR spectroscopy confirms the absorption 
of two different ligands on the gold surface. Additionally, SAXS shows that we have a very good correlation 
between the distance between clusters and the length of the ligand protecting them. Synthesis and 
characterization of the thiolate gold nanoclusters have been performed at the Laboratoire de la chimie de 
la matière condensée de Paris (LCMCP) at the UPMC except for the ESI – MS and the IMS – MS 
measurements which have been done at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany under the 
supervision of Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). The analysis on the mass spectrometry results 
have been carried out by Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). The computation of the TWIMS 
converted cross – section have been done by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT) by using the Mobcal software. [84, 85] 
On the other hand,  n – heterocyclic carbenes (NHC) have received a lot of attention since they – 
as the phosphine ligands – are σ donor [86] but show a stronger metal – ligand bond, even stronger than 
thiolates. [87, 88] Moreover – also as in the phosphine case – it is possible to replace the organic group 
bearing the N atoms (P atom for phosphines) or modify the head backbone leading to the possibility of 
tuning the size, reactivity and properties of GNCs and gold nanocrystals. [21, 22, 89] Again, the structural 
determination and ligand organization analysis of such materials turns out to be very complicated because 
of their small size and also, in the carbene case, the formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ and NHC – Au – Cl 
complexes [21, 22, 87] makes the study of the grafting of NHCs on gold nanocluster surfaces challenging. 
At this stage, computational chemistry can shed some light to have an insight and to understand how the 
structure and optical properties are affected by the NHC ligand layer. Chapter 6 and 7 are devoted to a joint 
experimental study and to a pure computational study of the NHC protected GNCs respectively. 
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In chapter 6, we study the reactivity of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and GNCs towards 
benzimidazole – 2 – ylidene ligands (n – heterocyclic carbenes; NHC). This study involves an experimental 
part, performed by Dr. M. Rodriguez Castillo, Dr. D. Laurencin, Dr. S. Clement, Dr. Y. Guari and Dr. S. 
Richeter at the Institut Charles Gerhardt in the Université de Montpellier, France and a computational part 
on the NHC – Au38 set of complexes followed by a NMR spectra computation on Au38(NHC)n cluster 
performed by us and by Dr. Frederic Tielens from UPMC. Experimental results show that – by comparing 
different NHCs with different groups bearing the N atoms (see figure 2) – all NHCs exhibit similar reactivity. 
Erosion of the AuNPs under the effect of the NHC and the formation of bis(NHC) gold complexes ([NHC – 
Au – NHC]+) was also demonstrated confirming the strong C – Au bond. [90]  
Our computational study of the NHCa – Au38 (NHC bearing CH3 on the N atoms: 1, 3 – dimethyl – 
1H – benzimidazolium, called here NHCa) complex in 12 different configurations (NHCa attached to 12 
different Au atoms on the Au38 surface) shows that the binding of a single NHCa ligand on a 38 gold cluster 
surface produces a significant modification on the cluster geometry, on the natural charge distribution of the 
gold atoms and also on the electronic structure of the complex. In most of the cases, the presence of the 
NHCa ligand triggers a distortion of the 38 gold core by pulling the gold atoms together. Also, we find that, 
the bonding of the NHCa on the Au38 is even stronger than thiolates and characterized by a charge transfer 
from the ligand shell to the metal core. The Au38NHCa9 is also proposed as a model of a fully ligated GNC 
to performed NMR calculations in order to interpret NMR – experimental data. Finally, a possible mechanism 
to explain the formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ complexes is proposed. The computed binding energies 
and configuration are in agreement with DFT solid state computations where the carbene binds on a gold 
surface. 
 
Figure 2. Structure of the NHC ligands, benzimidazolium salts, NHC – AuI complexes, and NHC – 
functionalized AuNPs discussed in [21]. 
 
 
The last chapter, 7, reports on the computational results for the grafting of PH3 and NHCa ligands 
on different gold nanocluster surfaces: the Au13, the tetrahedral Au20 and the Au38 cores. A comparison 
between carbene and phosphine for gold nanocluster passivation is showed. The structural and optical 
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properties are analyzed at the DFT / CAMB3LYP level of theory. Our calculations confirm that, PH3 weakly 
binds a gold nanocluster surface adapting an “on top” position. NHCa, on the other hand, forms strong 
covalent bonds with gold. No significant structural reorganization of the metal core was observed for PH3 
capped clusters unlike for NHCa. [21] In both cases; phosphine and NHCa binding is characterized by a 
charge transfer from the ligand shell to the metal core. When interacting on the Au20 and Au38 nanocluster 
surfaces, NHCa shows a stronger electro – donor character. Also, our computations show, in all of the 3 
different clusters studied, a larger Au – P bond compared to the Au – C in carbene ligated clusters found in 
[21]. This suggest a weaker Au – P bond.  
Additionally, our study on the PH3 – Au38 set of complexes provides understanding of the site 
selectivity of the adsorption of PH3 on a gold nanocluster surface; PH3 will only interact with the most 
positively charged and less coordinated Au atoms. The study of PH3 – Au38 complex and the proposed 
structure of the fully ligated Au38(PH3)9  model are in good agreement, since in the fully ligated nanocluster 
the nine PH3 are attached on those gold atoms showing the more positive natural partial charge and the 
shortest coordination number.  
Our computational investigations confirm that DFT is a powerful tool for the understanding of ligand 
– metal interactions and that the natural charge distribution can be used to predict the preferred sites on the 
gold nanocluster surface for the PH3 to interact.  
Further studies on the effect of the organic group bearing the N atoms, the phenyl backbone on the 
NHC or on the P atoms should be performed in order to understand the role of interligand interactions on 
the stability, reactivity and optical properties of nanoclusters. The comprehension of the effect of the ligand 
shell on the structure and properties of metal nanoclusters is essential for a control functionalization of these 
small particles and obtain materials with desired properties. 
Conclusions and perspectives of this work are presented after chapter 7. 
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The morphology of the gold core, the nature of the ligands, their mode of grafting on the metal surface and 
the presence of dopants have been analyzed in recent years showing the significant impact these 
parameters have on the catalytic and optical properties of gold nanoclusters (GNC). [1-5] ESI and IMS mass 
spectrometry, UV – Vis and FT – IR spectroscopy and X – Ray diffraction characterization techniques 
provided important information for elucidation of GNC structures and their properties. [6-12] However, 
because of their ultra – small size, the determination of the structure and the study of the properties of ligand 
capped GNCs remains a challenge. The ligand organization on the gold surface, for instance, cannot be 
easily determined experimentally because of the small sizes (of the order of 1 – 2 nm) however, it could be 
used as advantage to tune the optical properties of GNCs.[13-15] For these reasons, computational 
chemistry and electronic structure methods play a complementary role to the experimental characterizations 
in the understanding of the electronic structure of GNCs and its impact on their structural and optical 
properties.  
GNCs have a large number of atoms and electrons. The computation of their electronic structure 
by wave function based quantum chemistry methods is very demanding. DFT methods based on the 
electron density require to treat only 3 electronic variables at a given configuration of the nuclei compared 
to the 3N for wave function methods (where N is the number of electron of the system). Solid state DFT 
implementations were extensively used to investigate GNCs.[12, 16-27] Recently, thanks to the significant 
increase in computer resources, mainly memory, it became possible to compute the electronic structure of 
GNCs (ground and excited electronic states) and to determine their equilibrium geometry using the Kohn – 
Sham [28, 29] implementation of DFT in quantum chemistry. This is the methodology we adopted in this 
thesis. The Kohn – Sham implementation implies to use 3N electronic coordinates. Its cost is basically 
equivalent to that of a Hartree – Fock computation (that is to say, one determinantal wave function) when 
hybrid functionals are used. The use of pure functionals can considerably speed up the computation since 
only one electron integrals need to be computed. 
A further challenge is that the gold atom has a heavy nucleus.  Therefore, the electrons in gold (and 
in general in post – lanthanide elements) experience a strong nuclear field, and move at velocities 
comparable to that of light. For this reason, relativistic effects become important and have an impact on the 
chemical properties,[30] structure,[31] catalytic activity and electronic structure [32]. Relativistic effects are 
also responsible for weak “'aurophilic'” interactions. [32-35] Due to the relativistic effects the 6s outer shell 
of Au undergoes a contraction which leads to a decrease in the 5d – 6s gap. As a consequence, there is a 
larger s – d hybridization in gold. [34]  
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Including relativistic effects in quantum chemistry computation is a very challenging task, even for 
atoms. Moreover, the computation of the electronic structure and properties of heavy elements compounds 
represents a considerable computational cost due to their large number of electrons. The use of effective 
core potentials represents a good approximation for transition metal compounds. It allows to both reduce 
the number of active electrons to the valence electrons and to take relativistic effects into account. When 
using effective core potentials, the chemically inert core electrons are replaced by an effective potential and 
the relativistic effects on the outer valence electrons are included, leading to a more feasible calculation.  
[36-38]  
Another problem to face is the description of the ligand shell and the ligand – Au interface. 
Noncovalent interactions and dispersion forces play an important role on the stability of gold – organic 
complexes [39] and also on their structure [40, 41]. Among the different computational approaches, many 
determinant wave function quantum chemistry methodologies, such as Coupled Cluster (CCSD(T)), provide 
an accurate description of non – bonding van der Waals interactions. Unfortunately, the use of this method 
it is not feasible for the nanoclusters studied here because of their size (number of electrons and number of 
nuclear degrees of freedom). An alternative is to use a perturbative approach, such as MP2 (Møller – Plesset 
perturbation theory) that has been employed in several investigations as a reference for DFT studies where 
different functionals are tested [39, 40, 42] since MP2 offers a good description of dispersion forces for the 
ground state. Theoretical studies on bare and protected small gold clusters have shown that computations 
using the long – range corrected CAM – B3LYP functional provides a good agreement with MP2. [40, 43]  
Therefore, here, the quantum chemistry Kohn – Sham implementation of Density Functional Theory 
is used to study the effect of the metal core structure, of the chemical nature of the ligand on the gold surface 
and also of the impact of two different ligands protecting a metal core on the electronic structure and optical 
properties. All computations on the bare and protected gold clusters were carried out using the Gaussian 
09 program.[44] The long – range corrected functional CAM – B3LYP [36] was used together with the 
LANL2MB relativistic corrected pseudopotentials and basis sets [37, 38] for the gold atoms and the 6 – 
31G(d) Gaussian basis set for the ligand shell. Natural population analysis and natural bond orbital 
methodologies [45, 46] were used to compute the partial charges on the atoms of the clusters. Contributions 
from different fragments (gold core and the ligands) to the frontier molecular orbitals and the density of 
states (DOS) were obtained with AOMix program [47] using the default MPA (Mulliken population analysis). 
The excited states and the UV – Vis spectra were computed at the equilibrium geometry of the ground 
electronic state with the linear response TD – DFT method as implemented in Gaussian 09. 
In this chapter, first, we describe the foundations of ground state Density Functional Theory followed 
by a brief explanation of the Berny algorithm implemented by H. Bernhard Schlegel [48] used to compute 
the equilibrium structure of the ground state of the gold clusters. Then, the description of the computation 
of thermodynamic quantities such as ΔG, ΔH and ΔS for ligand binding is outlined. Also, a brief overview of 
charge distribution computation [45, 46] is provided. In order to ensure the charge distribution trends and 
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since no absolute definition of atom charge has been established, we compared the results of Natural 
population analysis with those of the CHelpG [49] and the M – K [50] charge distribution approaches. 
 
2.1 Density Functional Theory 
 
An isolated non – relativistic N – electron, M nuclei – system with no time – dependent interactions can be 
described by solving the time – independent Schrödinger equation: [51] 
?̂?𝛹𝑗(𝒓,𝑹) = 𝐸𝑗𝛹𝑗(𝒓, 𝑹) 
Where ?̂? represents the full time – independent Hamiltonian operator, Ψ𝑗(𝒓, 𝑹) the wave function 
describing the “j” state of the system, 𝐸𝑗 stands for the total energy, “r” represents the 3N electronic 
coordinates and “R” refers to the 3M coordinates of the nuclei. For a molecular system, the non – relativistic 











































 The subscript “i” and “j” in equation 2 run on the electron coordinates while “α” and “β” refer to the 
nuclei. The Laplacian is represented by ∇𝑖
2 and the mass of electrons and nuclei are 𝑚𝑒 and 𝑀𝛼, respectively. 
The vectors 𝑹𝜶 and 𝑹𝜷 stand for the nuclei position in space while 𝒓𝒊 and 𝒓𝒋 stand for the electrons. The 
nuclear charges are expressed as 𝑍. In Eq. (2), the first and second term stand for the electrons and nuclei 
kinetic energy. The third and the fourth ones represent the nuclear repulsion and nuclear – electron 




𝑖𝛼 = 𝑉𝑒𝑛(𝒓𝒊)) is also known as the external potential 
on the electron “i” due to the nuclei. Finally, the last term in Eq. (2) is the electron – electron repulsion. 
When two electronic states are relatively far in energy, it is possible to decouple the electron and 
nuclear motion. This decoupling, known as the Born and Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, is possible 
because the proton is approximately 1836 times heavier than the electron. Therefore one can consider that 
the nuclei move much more slowly than the electrons and that the electronic density adjusts instantaneously 
to a specific nuclear configuration. It is important to clarify that this approximation does not state that the 
nuclei are not moving but that the electron density relaxation with respect to a specific nuclear configuration 
is instantaneous (adiabatic). Making the BO approximation allows to write the full wave function of Eq. (1) 
as a product:  
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Where n and 𝜈 stand for the different electronic and vibrational states, respectively. In Eq. (3), the 
nuclear and electronic motions have been decoupled and the total wave function has been written as a 
product of two functions: the nuclear wave function, 𝜒𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙(𝑹), which depends on the nuclear coordinates 
“R” and the electronic wave function, Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐(𝒓; 𝑹), which depends on the electron coordinates “r” but also 
depends parametrically on the nuclear coordinates “R”. The Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐(𝒓; 𝑹) function is an eigenfunction of the 

























The last term in Eq. (4) is the electron – electron repulsion. Only this term in the electronic 
Hamiltonian is not one – to – one additive and makes the Φ𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐(𝒓; 𝑹) non – separable, leading to a 
complicated differential equation with 3N variables (where N is the number of electrons). If implemented 
directly on the one electron density, DFT offers a better option over ab – initio wave function methods since 
the electronic density depends on the coordinate of a single electron only. 
 DFT is a widely used and successful quantum – mechanical method in chemistry and physics, 
particularly suited for large systems. The main idea of DFT is that the energy of a system can be obtained 
from the electron density. The one electron density, 𝜌(𝒓) is a function on the electron position surrounding 
the nuclei, and the electronic energy of the ground state can be shown to be a functional of the electron 
density (𝐸[𝜌(𝑟)]). For a N – electron system, starting from a N electron electronic wave function, 𝜌(𝒓) can 
be written as follows: [52]  




DFT is based on the Hohenberg – Kohn theorems. The first theorem states that the electron density 
of the ground state (𝜌𝐺𝑆) uniquely determines the external potential (up to an arbitrary constant).[28]  In the 
DFT, the electronic energy of a system in its ground state is calculated as follows: 
𝐸𝐺𝑆 = 𝐸[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] = 𝑇[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] +  𝑉𝑛𝑒[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] + 𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] 
 
Where 𝑇[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] is the electron kinetic energy, 𝑉𝑛𝑒[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] is the nuclear – electron interaction, 
𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] is the electron – electron interaction and 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] is the exchange – correlation energy. 
DFT takes a fictitious system with non – interacting electrons where the 𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓) is the same as in 
the real system. This implies that in the fictitious system, the nuclei have the same positions and atomic 
numbers as in the real one. The fact that the electrons do not interact allows us to express our Hamiltonian 
as the sum of one – electron operators. As a consequence, its eigenfunction can be represented as a single 
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of the one – electron eigenvalues. Thus, we can express the electron density in terms of these one – electron 








In the KS implementation, the kinetic energy (𝑇[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] in Eq. (6) is first calculated for a system with 










On the other hand, the potential 𝑉𝑛𝑒[𝜌(𝒓)] in Eq. (6) can be expressed in term of the {𝜑𝑖(𝑟)} as well: 










And the electron – electron interaction 𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝜌(𝒓)] is: 











The last term in Eq. (6); 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] contains effects of exchange and correlation as well as the 
difference between the 𝑇𝑠[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] and the kinetic energy of the real system. 
























Hohenberg and Kohn showed in their second theorem that the energy of the ground state can be 
obtained variationally; the exact ground state electron density is the one that minimizes the total energy. 
Our 𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓) can be obtained within the {𝜑𝑖(𝑟)} set of functions (Eq. 7) which can be expanded as a linear 
combination of atomic orbitals (AO). Therefore, we have to find the AO coefficients which minimize 𝐸[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] 
analogous to what is done in Hartree – Fock theory. Notice that, in Eq. (10) the electron density (𝜌′(𝒓)) and 
the set of orbitals {𝜑𝑖(𝑟)} are required to obtain 𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝜌(𝒓)]. Thus, the KS implementation needs also an 
iterative method in order to obtain the {𝜑𝑖(𝑟)} orbitals and then the 𝜌(𝒓). The {𝜑𝑖(𝑟)} set of orbitals are called 











𝐾𝑆𝜑𝑖 = 𝜀𝑖𝜑𝑖  
 
Where ℎ𝑖














𝑑𝑟′ + 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓) 
 
 
Here 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓𝒊) is the exchange – correlation potential and it is defined as follows: 





All this leads to the well – known one – electron Kohn – Sham equations. KS equations have as 














𝑑𝑟′ + 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓)}𝜑𝑖 = 𝜀𝑖𝜑𝑖 
 
 
Where the 𝜀𝑖 are the KS orbital energies. 
As mentioned before, the KS orbitals can be expressed as a liner combination of atomic 
orbitals  {𝜒𝑘}, that is to say; 






If we introduce Eq. (16) in Eq. (12) we obtain: 
∑(ℎ𝑖𝑘






Where 𝑆𝑖𝑘 = ⟨𝜒𝑖|𝜒𝑘⟩ is the overlap integral. Initial AO orbitals allow us to compute an initial set of 
KS orbitals and estimate a first 𝜌(𝑟) by using Eq. (16) and then Eq. (7). We can then obtain 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓) (by using 
a functional, discussed below) and build the ℎ𝑖
𝐾𝑆 in Eq. (13). This leads to the KS equations (see Eq. 15 and 
Eq. 17) which can be solved to obtain an improved 𝑐𝑘𝑖 set of coefficients which are used to build an improved 
KS orbitals (Eq. 16) which form a better electron density (Eq. 7). After we calculate a better 𝜌(𝑟) this can be 
used in equation 14 and 15 to have an improved 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓) and  ℎ𝑖
𝐾𝑆 and again, solve Eq. (17) to obtain a new 
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exchange-correlation potential 𝑉𝑋𝐶(𝒓) and the KS set of orbitals converge. Having now the converged 𝜌(𝑟) 
and 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)] we can use Eq. (13) to compute the electronic energy 𝐸[𝜌𝐺𝑆(𝒓)]. 
DFT is an exact theory however, the analytical form of 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌(𝒓)] is not known thus, approximations 
have to be introduced. Many functionals have been developed over the years trying to approximate the 
forms of the exchange – correlation energy functional. 
The simplest way to approximate the 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌(𝒓)] functional is by using the so – called local density 
approximation (LDA). Here, the exchange – correlation energy functional is expressed as: 
𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝐷𝐴[𝜌(𝒓)] = ∫𝜌(𝒓)𝜀𝑋𝐶(𝜌)𝑑𝒓 
 
 
 Where 𝜀𝑋𝐶(𝜌) is the exchange – correlation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron gas of 
charge density 𝜌(𝒓). The 𝜀𝑋𝐶(𝜌) can be divided in an exchange (𝜀𝑋(𝜌)) and a correlation (𝜀𝐶(𝜌)) part, as 
follows: 
𝜀𝑋𝐶(𝜌) = 𝜀𝑋(𝜌) + 𝜀𝐶(𝜌) 
 
 
 Where the exchange part is given by the Dirac exchange – energy functional; 











 And accurate values for 𝜀𝐶(𝜌) are available thanks to the Quantum Monte Carlo for the uniform 
electron gas. LDA can be used only when the value of the 𝜀𝑋𝐶(𝜌) at some point 𝒓𝒑 can be computed 
exclusively from the value of the electron density at that point, 𝜌(𝒓𝒑). 
 However, what makes our molecular system different from the uniform electron gas is the fact that 
𝜌(𝒓) is changing in space. Taking into account that the electron density is not spatially uniform can be used 










 These type of functionals are called general gradient approximation functionals (GGA). And, most 
of them are built by adding to the LDA approximation a correction term, as can be seen in Eq. (21). The 
PW91, [53, 54] PBE [55] and BLYP [56] are examples of GGA functionals (exchange and correlation). 
 Additionally, we can have hybrid functionals. Unlike the previous discussed pure functionals, these 
functionals combine the Hartree – Fock method (Hartree - Fock exchange) and DFT (LDA and GGA). 
Examples of these are PBE0, [57] the HSE [58] and the B3LYP [59, 60] functionals. For instance, the B3LYP 









𝐵3𝐿𝑌𝑃 = (1 − 𝑎)𝐸𝑋𝐶
𝐿𝑆𝐷𝐴 + 𝑎𝐸𝑋
𝐻𝐹 + 𝑏∆𝐸𝑋
𝐵 + (1 − 𝑐)𝐸𝐶




Where the parameter a, b and c are chosen to give good fits to experimental data (𝑎 = 0.20, 𝑏 =
0.72 and 𝑐 = 0.81). [61] As already mentioned, in this work, the long – range corrected CAM – B3LYP 
functional is used since it shows a good agreement with MP2 results. [40, 43] CAM – B3LYP functional is 
the long – range corrected B3LYP. CAM – B3LYP corrects the long – range deficiencies in B3LYP which 
leads to a better description of molecules with long bonds and reaction barriers. 
 
2.2 Equilibrium geometry determination and the Berny optimization algorithm 
 
Within the Born – Oppenheimer approximation (see Eq. 3), the nuclear wave equation has the form: 
[?̂?𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 + 𝐸𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑹) + ?̂?𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙−𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙] 𝜒𝑛𝜈
𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙(𝑹) =  𝐸𝑛𝜈𝜒𝑛𝜈
𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙(𝑹) 
 
 Where ?̂?𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 stands for the nuclear kinetic energy (see the second term in Eq. 2), 𝐸𝑛𝜈 is the total 
energy including; electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational contributions, ?̂?𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙−𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙  is the nuclear 
repulsion (see the third term in Eq. 2) and 𝐸𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑹) represents a potential energy for the nuclei motion. The 
total potential energy, 𝑉(𝑅) can be expressed then as: 
𝑉(𝑅) =  𝐸𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑹) + ?̂?𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙−𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙 
 
The electronic energy 𝐸𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑅) is obtained by solving Eq. (11) and the self – consistent field method 
explained in the previous section to obtain KS orbitals in the Kohn – Sham [28, 29] implementation of DFT. 
Equation 24 leads to concept of potential energy surface (PES). The PES is the potential for the 
nuclei motion 𝑉(𝑅) and the concept of a PES is very important since it dictates the movement of nuclei in a 
molecular system, hence, governing its reactivity. The characterization of PES allows us to study and predict 
chemical reaction barriers and mechanisms, molecular equilibrium and transition state structures and to 
compute vibrational spectra. However, for a big system with a large number of degrees of freedom the 
determination of the PES (hypersurface, actually) can be a huge work. 
A stationary point is a geometry on the PES for which the gradient is zero (∇[𝑉(𝑅)] = 0). Two kinds 
of stationary points can be found in a PES; minima where the second derivative of the potential energy for 
all coordinates is greater than zero and, the opposite case called unstable point. The global minimum 
represents the equilibrium geometry of the molecule. For polyatomic systems the gradient  ∇[𝑉(𝑅)] is a 3M 
vector (M being the number of nuclei) and the second derivatives are gathered in a 3M × 3M matrix called 
Hessian matrix. 
To study only the thermodynamics of a system, it is sufficient to find the equilibrium geometry. In 
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harmonic – oscillator model can be applied to compute the vibrational profile and the normal modes 
frequencies. To get to the harmonic approximation, the PES is expanded in a Taylor series at the equilibrium 
geometry: 
𝑉(𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛) =  𝑉(𝑥1
𝑠𝑡 , 𝑥2
𝑠𝑡 … 𝑥𝑛




















 The set {𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛} represents the coordinates of a specific nuclear configuration (in close vicinity 
of the equilibrium geometry: {𝑥1
𝑠𝑡 , 𝑥2
𝑠𝑡 … 𝑥𝑛
𝑠𝑡}) and 𝐻𝑖𝑗(𝑉) is the Hessian matrix computed at the equilibrium 





As mentioned above, for a stable point, the gradient is zero and all the eigenvalue of the Hessian 
matrix are positive (except for those who correspond to the motion of the center of mass, here the Hessian 
matrix eigenvalues are zero). For an unstable point, the gradient is zero and we can have one or more 
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix negative. If one or more of the Hessian matrix eigenvalues are negative, 
we have a maximum along those internal coordinates. We call that point a transition state. It is important to 
clarify the fact that having all positive eigenvalues does not ensure we are in the global minimum (which 
corresponds to the equilibrium geometry), it could also be secondary minimum higher in energy. 
Since we take the equilibrium geometry as reference, then ∇𝑉(𝑥1
𝑠𝑡 , 𝑥2
𝑠𝑡 … 𝑥𝑛
𝑠𝑡  ) = 0, hence:  
𝑉(𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛) =  𝑉(𝑥1
𝑠𝑡 , 𝑥2
𝑠𝑡 … 𝑥𝑛











    
 
The algorithm used in this work to find the equilibrium geometry of the GNCs is called Berny [48] 
algorithm in redundant internal coordinates [62-64] using GEDIIS (geometry optimization method using an 
energy – represented direct inversion in the iterative subspace algorithm)[65] and it is implemented in 
Gaussian 09. Here is a brief explanation about how the algorithm finds the equilibrium geometry: 
1) Having our guess of the equilibrium structure and considering that the KS orbitals are obtained 
already from the self – consistent procedure and having in mind that, analytic first derivatives are 
available for almost all density functionals,[66] the electronic energy, nuclear repulsion and the 
potential 𝑉(𝑅) can be calculated together with a first estimation of the Hessian matrix by using 
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2) The first Hessian matrix guess is improved at each point by calculating the gradient. Notice that we 
are looking for ∇[𝑉(𝑅)] = 0 and ∇[𝑉(𝑅)] =  − 𝐹, where F stands for the force the nuclei feel due to 
the potential. 
3) The trust radius is updated, that is to say, the maximum size for the optimization step. [68] 
4) If a minimum is detected a 5th or 4th order polynomial is used to fit the line between the initial point 
and that which could be the new configuration (or already the minimum). To ensure that the 
polynomial has an only one minimum the fit is subjected to the constraint that the second derivative 
of the polynomial just reach zero at its minimum. [52] 
5) Maximum force component and maximum step component are used as convergence criteria to 
evaluate the new nuclear configuration. The step is the change between the most recent point and 
the next to be computed. 
6) If the new configuration does not reach the convergence criteria, the midpoint of the line connecting 
the new and the best previous point is taken as a new configuration. 
7) All the optimization steps apply themselves until a minimum is localized within the convergence 
criteria. 
2.3 Thermochemistry and vibrational analysis 
 
2.3.1 Computation of thermochemical quantities 
 
The computation of thermodynamic quantities such as ΔG, ΔS and ΔH allows us to calculate the binding 
energy of a molecule, compare the stability of different system configurations and to determine the free 
energy and enthalpies of formation of a specific reaction product. 
The contributions to the canonical partition function (q), total internal thermal energy (𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡), entropy 
(ΔS) and heat capacity (Cv) from the vibrational, rotational, electronic and translational motion are calculated 
for the ground electronic state assuming an isolated molecule and assuming that the first electronic 
excitation energy is much larger than 𝑘𝐵𝑇 (where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in 
K). 
 By considering all the motion contributions, and the fact that we consider an isolated molecule we 
can write the total internal thermal energy as:  
𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑏 + 𝐸𝑅𝑜𝑡 + 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 
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Where 𝐸𝑉𝑖𝑏, 𝐸𝑅𝑜𝑡, 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐  and 𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 are the vibrational, rotational, electronic and translational motion 
contribution to the total the total internal thermal energy (𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡), respectively. Θ𝑣,𝑔 =
ℎ𝜈𝐾
𝑘𝐵
⁄   is known as the 
characteristic vibrational temperature, g stands for the vibrational mode label and R is the gas constant. In 
equation 29 we have substituted the expression for each contribution to the total internal energy in Eq. (28) 
in the same order of appearance. As mentioned above, the algorithm used here assumes that the first 
electronic excitation energy is much larger than  𝑘𝐵𝑇.Therefore, excited states are not accessible at any 
temperature. Further, the energy of the ground state is set to zero. These assumptions simplify the electronic 
motion contribution expression to the partition function making it independent of the temperature. As a 
consequence, the electronic motion contribution to the total internal thermal energy 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐  is zero (compare 
Eq. 28 and Eq. 29). 
 Next, we calculate the enthalpy ∆𝐻 as:  
∆𝐻 = 𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡 + 𝑘𝐵𝑇 
 
 And, the Gibbs free energy is calculated then, as follows:  
∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡 
 With ∆𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡   being the total entropy which comes from the summation of all the entropic contributions 
from vibrational, rotational, electronic and translational motion, analogously as for the total internal thermal 
energy:  
Δ𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡 = Δ𝑆𝑉𝑖𝑏 + Δ𝑆𝑅𝑜𝑡 + Δ𝑆𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐 + Δ𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠  
 
Δ𝑆𝑇𝑜𝑡 = 𝑅 ∑[
Θ𝑣,𝑔 𝑇⁄
𝑒Θ𝑣,𝑔 𝑇⁄ − 1










In equation 33 we have substituted the expression for each entropic contribution in Eq. (32) in the 
same order. 𝑞𝑅𝑜𝑡, 𝑞𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐  and 𝑞𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 are the rotational, electronic and translational contribution to the canonical 
partition function. 
All the thermochemical quantities calculated include the zero point energy (ZPE) which within the 





𝑘=1 , where 𝜈𝑘 is the harmonic 
vibrational frequency. 
Finally, the total Gibbs free energy and the total enthalpy of the molecule are calculated by adding 
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The binding energy (BE) of a complex can be calculated using the information provided by the 
thermochemical analysis. The binding energy of a GNC protected by n ligand units, for instance, is defined 
as: 
𝐵𝐸 = ∆𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 − ∆𝐺𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑒 − 𝑛∆𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑  
 
∆𝐺𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥, ∆𝐺𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑒 and ∆𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑 in Eq. (34) are the free energies of the full system (the protected 
GNC), the bare cluster and the ligand itself, all in their equilibrium structure. BE is an important parameter 
to take into account when we are interested on the analysis of bond strength in a complex, site reactivity 
studies and also ligand exchange reactions. [69] 
2.3.2 Computation of normal mode frequencies 
 
The Hessian 𝐻𝑖𝑗 matrix (see Eq. 26) allows us to compute the normal mode frequencies and force constants. 
This gives us information about the strength of a bond. The next steps summarize how the normal mode 
frequencies are calculated: 
1) First we have to be sure that the first derivative of the energy respect the atom displacement is zero, 
that is to say, the geometry of the molecule corresponds to point where the forces on the nuclei are 
zero. 
2) Conversion of the force constants calculated by the Hessian matrix to a mass weighted coordinates 
is performed. The new Hessian matrix, 𝐻𝑖𝑗













Here, 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 are the mass of the atoms corresponding to the set of coordinates 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑗, 
respectively, at the equilibrium geometry. 
3) Determination of principal axes of inertia, separation of rotation and translation to only analyze the 
3M – 6 or 3M – 5 vibrations is performed  (M being the number of nuclei). Finally, transformation of 
the Hessian matrix to internal coordinates is done. More details about these three calculations can 
be found by consulting reference [70]. 
4) Diagonalization of 𝐻𝑖𝑗  yields the 3M eigenvectors and 3M eigenvalues. The Hessian eigenvectors 
are called normal modes and the squared root of the eigenvalues (𝜆𝑘
1/2
) provide the frequencies of 
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As mentioned in the geometry optimization section, if all the calculated frequencies are real, we are 
at the global minimum or at a saddle point (secondary minimum on the PES). If some of the 
frequencies are imaginary, we are at a transition state. 
2.4 Charge distribution computation 
 
Calculation of atomic charges could be very helpful for the understanding of the grafting on ligand – metal 
systems. Depending on the nature of the ligand (whether if it is electron donor or acceptor) and by knowing 
the atomic charges on the metal surface, one is able to predict the preferred sites for a ligand to interact. 
Moreover, it has been shown that the charge distribution on hybrid metal – organic systems have a 
significant impact on their optical [13] and surface properties. 
 Unfortunately, there is no absolute definition of partial charges. Therefore, several approaches have 
been developed in order to obtain these values. [45, 46, 50, 71] By default, Mulliken population analysis 
[72] is performed by Gaussian 09. As already told, the {𝜑𝑖} set can be expanded on an AO basis set: 







 The probability associated with one electron in 𝜑𝑖  is then; 
|𝜑𝑖|




+ 2𝑐1𝑖𝑐2𝑖𝑆12 + 2𝑐1𝑖𝑐3𝑖𝑆13 + ⋯ 
 
 
 Where 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = ⟨𝜒𝑖|𝜒𝑗⟩ represents the overlap integral between AO. Mulliken proposed that the 𝑐𝑘𝑖
2 
represent the net population of one electron in the MO 𝜑𝑖  to the 𝜒𝑘 AO orbital. And that one electron in the 
MO 𝜑𝑖   contributes 2𝑐1𝑖𝑐2𝑖𝑆12 to the overlap population between 𝜒1 and 𝜒2, for instance. 
 Having 𝑛𝑖 electrons in the 𝜑𝑖 orbital (𝑛𝑖 = 0, 1, 2), the Mulliken net population 𝑛𝑟 in 𝜒𝑟 and the overlap 








For each basis function, the gross population 𝑁𝑟 is expressed as: 








Addition of the gross population of all the basis functions on atom A gives the gross atomic 
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𝑞𝐴 = 𝑍𝐴 − ∑𝑁𝑟
𝑟∈𝐴
 
However, this method does not show any convergence while increasing the size of the basis set. 
The assignment of half the overlap population to each basis function (see Eq. 40) is arbitrary and it can 
actually give chemically meaningless results, as occupation numbers larger than 2 or with negative values. 
Therefore, here we use Natural Population Analysis (NPA) [45, 46] to obtain the natural partial charges 
based on a orthonormal set of natural bond orbitals (NBO). 
 Natural atomic orbitals (NAO) are a 1 – center localized monoelectronic functions which are 
eigenfunctions of the first – order reduced density matrix [73] which is a generalization of the density function 
(see Eq. 5). The first – order reduced density matrix can be expressed in the KS {𝜑𝑖} basis set: [73]  
𝛾(𝒓𝟏, 𝒓𝟏














 Since 𝛾(𝒓𝟏, 𝒓𝟏
′ ) is Hermitian, when it is not diagonal it is possible to define an orthonormal basis set 
{𝜂𝑖} related to {𝜑𝑖} by a unitary transformation, in which the 𝛾(𝒓𝟏, 𝒓𝟏
′ ) matrix is diagonal.  
𝛾(𝒓𝟏, 𝒓𝟏







 𝜂𝑖(𝑟1) are the natural orbitals and 𝜆𝑖 comes from unitary transformation 𝜆 = U
†𝛾U (with U being a 
unitary matrix). The NAOs are then used to compute the NBOs. NBOs can be classified as core, lone pair 
or bond orbital resembling the Lewis dot structure. Using the NBOs, one can carry out a population analysis. 
[52] The advantage is that NBOs converge by improving the basis set used. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is not an absolute definition of partial charges, 
hence it is important to be sure that we can rely on our results. Some studies on ligand capped GNCs show 
that by using different approaches to compute the partial charges; NBO, M – K, AIM and CHelpG, for 
instance, the same trends are found. [43, 69] The main difference between NBO and the other two 
approaches is the fact that NBO scheme is based on localized natural atomic orbitals while the M – K and 
the CHelpG methods are computed to be consistent with the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) which 
is an observable. A molecule can be seen as a group of charged points (nuclei) smeared out into a 




















Where 𝜌(𝑟2) is calculated using Eq. (7). 𝑟1𝛼 is the distance between the nucleus α and the point 1 
in space and 𝑟12 between point 1 and 2. The MEP can be calculated from accurate X – Ray data [74] and it 
is not strongly dependent on the basis set. The MEP is commonly plotted by a contour map showing curves 
or surfaces of constant 𝜙 in a particular region in space. 
M – K [50, 71] and CHelpG [49] atomic charges are calculated by using the MEP. As a first step 
one can calculate the MEP by using the wave function in the region outside the molecule’s van der Waals 
surface. Then, by placing a charge 𝑄𝐴 at each nucleus it is possible to estimate an approximate 𝜙 profile 
and to compare with the one calculated previously. The MEP is fitted by varying the 𝑄𝐴 charges. 
2.5 Time dependent DFT 
 
DFT is first used to describe the ground electronic state of a system. However, by applying a weak time – 
dependent oscillating perturbation to the ground state we can obtain information about the excited states. 
This approach is called time – dependent density functional theory (TD – DFT). Excitation energy and 
oscillator strengths can be obtained allowing us to compute the UV – Vis spectrum. In TD – DFT, since we 
are analyzing the response of the ground state of our system to a weak time – dependent oscillating 
perturbation the time – dependent Schrödinger equation has to be solved. 
The theoretical basis of TD – DFT [75] was developed by Runge and Gross. The Runge – Gross 
theorem states that there exist a one – to – one mapping between time – dependent external potential and 
the time – dependent densities. [76] In other words, the expectation value of any operator is a unique 
functional of the time – dependent density. As in the time – independent case, the Runge – Gross theorem 













}𝜑𝑖(𝑟𝑖 , 𝒕) = 𝑖
𝜕
𝜕𝑡











𝑣(𝑟𝑖 , 𝒕) is the effective potential felt by the electrons. It includes the time – dependent external 
potential due to the perturbation (electromagnetic field) and the classical Coulomb potential. Analogously to 
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dependent electron density is unknown and approximations have to be done. One of these approximations 
is that 𝜌(𝑟𝑖 , 𝒕) varies slowly with the time and functionals used to compute the ground state can be used.  
Linear – response TD – DFT is the formalism used to obtain excitations energies. First, as usually 
done in perturbation theory, we obtain the energy and the electron density for the unperturbed time – 
dependent case, then, the perturbation is applied. 
The time – dependent KS orbitals can be described on a basis of time – independent single particle 
wavefunction: 





Substitution of Eq. (48) in Eq. (47) allows us to have the time – dependent electron density in term 
of the 𝜒𝑖(𝒓) basis set: 












Notice that in Eq. (49) the 𝑃𝑝𝑞 matrix element contains the time – dependent factors. 








Where the M×M matrix C contains the expansion coefficients of each time – dependent 𝜑𝑝(𝒓, 𝑡) and 
the F matrix is the KS operator in the one – electron basis {𝜒𝑖(𝒓)}. 
As in perturbation theory, the total Hamiltonian and wave function can be written as the sum of the 
unperturbed term and the perturbation (time – dependent electric field). For the TD – DFT density matrix 







Where the superscript ‘0’ stand for the unperturbed term and ‘1’ for the perturbation. And, for the F 
matrix, the same reasoning can be applied: 










































𝑓𝑝𝑞 is a one – electron operator which describes the applied perturbation. Additionally, the first 
correction to 𝑃𝑝𝑞 (𝑃𝑝𝑞











Where the 𝑑𝑝𝑞 are the perturbed densities. The perturbation 𝑔𝑝𝑞 induces a variation of the electronic 
density with the same frequency as the time- dependent electric field. 
The usual TD – DFT equations for the linear response have the following form: 
𝐹𝑎𝑎
0 𝑑𝑎𝑖 − 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝐹𝑖𝑖
































Under the assumption that the electronic transition occurs for an infinitesimal perturbation Eq. 56 
and Eq. 57 can be transformed into an eigenvalue problem to obtain the excitation energies. 
2.6 Solvation. The Polarizable – continuum model (PCM) 
 
Most of our theoretical work was performed in the gas phase. However, in chapter VI the computation of 
the 13C NMR spectra of the set of (NHCa)n – Au38 complexes, the fully ligated Au38(NHCa)9 model cluster 
and of the bis(NHC) AuI complex (NHCa being 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – benzimidazolium; an n – heterocyclic 
carbene ligand) were carried out at the DFT / CAM – B3LYP level. It is well known that the signals in a NMR 
spectrum are significantly affected by the chemical environment. Therefore, the effect of the solvent (d6 – 
DMSO) was taken into account on the equilibrium structure as well as in the NMR spectra computation by 
using the polarizable – continuum model (PCM). [78, 79] 
 The PCM was developed more than 30 years ago and it still represents an attractive alternative to 
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In section 2.4 in this chapter, a molecule is assumed to be a group of charged points (nuclei) 
smeared out into a continuous distribution. Here, 𝜌(?⃗? ) is the solute charge distribution and 𝜀(?⃗? ) is the general 
permittivity. The general permittivity takes the value of 1 when ?⃗?  falls in the cavity representing the solute 
(molecule). 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(?⃗? 𝒌) is the electric potential produced by the charge distribution of the molecule (solute) and 
the solvent. The cavity in Gaussian 09D is generated via a set of overlapping spheres: each nucleus in the 
solute molecule is surrounded by a sphere of radius 1.2 times the van der Waals radius of that atom. [80] 
To take into account the electrostatic interaction molecule – solvent in the quantum – mechanical 
calculation, the Hamiltonian has to be modified to add the effect of the solvent. If we consider ?̂?0 as the 
Hamiltonian operator in vacuum, the total effective Hamiltonian, ?̂?𝑒𝑓𝑓 can be written as: 
?̂?𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ?̂?0 + ?̂?𝑖𝑛𝑡  
 
Where ?̂?𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the solute – solvent interaction potential operator. Since we do not have ?̂?𝑖𝑛𝑡  we do 
not have the form of the total effective Hamiltonian. The cavity then, is divided in very small regions (k) and 
a charge 𝑄𝑘 is placed in those kth small area (S). The electric potential produced by the polarized dielectric 








It is very complicated to obtain 𝜙𝜎(𝑟) analytically since the cavity has a complex shape. Therefore, 
it is compulsory to use numerical methods. The 𝜙𝜎(𝑟) potential produced by the polarized dielectric 
continuum is equal to the electric potential produced by an apparent surface charge 𝑄𝑘 distributed on the 
surface of the molecule cavity. On the other hand, classical electrostatics indicates the apparent charges 
𝑄𝑘 on the surface 𝑆𝑘 of the kth region can be calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑘 = [
𝜀(?⃗? ) − 1
4𝜋𝜀(?⃗? )
] 𝑆𝑘∇𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(?⃗? 𝒌) ∙ 𝒏𝒌 
 
 
The gradient of the electric potential within the cavity evaluated at the point rk is  ∇𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(?⃗? 𝒌). Equation 
60 shows also the normal 𝒏𝒌 vector to the cavity surface 𝑆𝑘. This 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(?⃗? 𝒌) electric potential can be seen as 
the potential contribution from the charge distribution of the molecule (solute) 𝜙𝑀 and the polarized 
dielectric, 𝜙𝜎 as shown in Eq. (59). However, we do not know the form of the  𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(?⃗? 𝒌) potential neither the 
apparent charges 𝑄𝑘 on the surface.  An iterative method has to be used. 
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 At the beginning 𝜙𝜎 is set to zero, that is to say, 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑟 𝑘)
0 = 𝜙𝑀. 𝜙𝑀 is calculated by DFT KS orbitals 
of a molecule in vacuum. An initial estimate of the 𝑄𝑘 apparent charge distribution is computed by using Eq. 
(60). Next, the just calculated set of apparent charges are used in Eq. (59) to obtain 𝜙𝜎(𝑟). We can now use 
eq. 60 and 61 again to obtain an improved set of apparent charged 𝑄𝑘 and  𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑟 𝑘), respectively. The 
procedure has to continue until the 𝑄𝑘  converge. 
The converged charges are used to find an initial estimate of ?̂?𝑖𝑛𝑡









 Here, the summations go over the electrons (𝒓𝒊) and nuclei (𝑹𝜶) coordinates. Now, with ?̂?𝑖𝑛𝑡
0  
calculated, Eq. (58) can be used to obtain a better approximation of the electron density for our molecule. 
The new electron density can be used as well to improve 𝜙𝑀 which, by applying Eq. (61), a better 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑟 𝑘) 
is obtained. This improved 𝜙𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑟 𝑘) is used again in Eq. (60) to start the iterative process all over again. This 
continues until everything has converged. 
An advanced PCM method has been developed by J. Tomasi et al. in 1997 known as the integral 
equation formulation of the PCM [81] that allows us to deal with anisotropic solvents such as liquid crystals. 
2.7 Hybrid QM – MM methodology 
 
The size and the complexity of a molecule together with the process under study play a crucial role on the 
choice of computation methodology. DFT and ab – initio approaches provide valuable information on 
chemical reactions energetics and charge transfer process, for instance. However, for some large systems, 
for example, macromolecules, such as enzymes or proteins, the use of (quantum mechanics) QM can be 
extremely demanding computationally and very long, in other words, prohibitive. We have then to 
compromise on the accuracy of our calculations by using a lower level method. An alternative is to use 
molecular mechanics (MM) but MM typically does not describe the formation and rupture of bonds in a 
chemical reaction.  
 At this point, hybrid QM – MM approach can be very helpful. The basic idea proposed by Warshel 
and Levitt [82] in 1976 is to divide the whole system in several portions treated with different levels of theory, 
QM in the most important region and MM for the rest, as exemplified in figure 1. More than 2 layers can be 
defined since the QM regions can be treated with different QM levels of theory. [83] 
In our case, the ligand layer can represent a large number of atoms therefore, QM – MM has been 
used in few cases only to obtain an equilibrium structure close to the full QM. 
(62) 




Figure 1. Partitioning of a system into different regions studied by a hybrid potential. There are 2 regions in 
this representation. The QM (in the center) which corresponds to high – level quantum – mechanical 
calculations while the dark green area, MM, is modeled with molecular mechanics force fields. 
  
2.7.1 Principles of the QM – MM method 
 
As mention already in section 2.1 (Eq. 1), a non – relativistic molecular system considering time – 
independent interacting particles can be described by solving the time – independent Schrödinger equation, 
now taking into account the different regions: QM - MM: 
?̂?𝐸𝑓𝑓Ψ(𝒓𝒊, 𝑹𝜶, 𝑹𝑴 ) = 𝐸(𝑹𝜶, 𝑹𝑴)Ψ(𝒓𝒊, 𝑹𝜶, 𝑹𝑴 )  
 
Where 𝒓𝒊 and 𝑹𝜶 stand for the coordinates of the electrons and nuclei in the QM region and 𝑹𝑴 for 
the coordinates of the atoms in the MM region, respectively. Here, the effective hybrid Hamiltonian [84] can 
be expressed as:  
?̂?𝐸𝑓𝑓 = ?̂?𝑄𝑀 + ?̂?𝑀𝑀 + ?̂?𝑄𝑀/𝑀𝑀 
 











































 The subscript “i” and “j” in Eq. 65 run on the electron coordinates while “α” and “β” refer to the nuclei. 
The mass of electrons and nuclei are 𝑚𝑒 and 𝑀𝛼, respectively. The vectors 𝑹𝜶 and 𝑹𝜷 stand for the nuclei 
position in space while 𝒓𝒊 and 𝒓𝒋 stand for the electrons. The nuclear charges are expressed as 𝑍. The first 
and second term stand for the electrons and nuclei kinetic energy. The third one and the fourth represent 
the nuclear repulsion and nuclear – electron attraction, respectively. Finally, the fifth and last term in the 
molecular Hamiltonian is the electron – electron repulsion. 
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?̂?𝑀𝑀 = 𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 + 𝐸𝐷𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 + 𝐸𝐿𝐽 
 
 Where 𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑, 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 , 𝐸𝐷𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙, 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 and 𝐸𝐿𝐽 represent the bond stretching, angle bending and 
the dihedral torsion terms and also the (not bonded) electrostatic (Coulomb) and Lennard – Jones 
interactions, respectively. The interaction functions describing the different part of the MM Hamiltonian form 
what we call the force field.[52, 83] In these functions, electrons are not treated explicitly but only their 
influence is included in the ?̂?𝑀𝑀 by using empirical parameters, that is why, MM is not a valid method to 
model electron rearrangement during a chemical reaction. 
The universal force field (UFF) [85] was used in the MM region to optimize the geometry of some 
of our GNCs. Within UFF the potential energy can be expressed as: 
𝐸𝑀𝑀 = 𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 + 𝐸𝐷𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝐿𝐽 + 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 + 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣 
 
Notice that equations 66 and 67 are practically the same except for the inversion term  𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣. The 
UFF describes the different interaction terms as follows. 
The 𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑  is the sum of the potential energies of the stretching of each bond of the molecule. UFF 
can describe the stretching potential energy, for instance for the atom A and B, 𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑−𝐴𝐵  in two forms: it can 
be modeled by the harmonic oscillator approximation as shown in Eq. (68) or either by a Morse function 








𝐸𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑−𝐴𝐵 = 𝐷𝐴𝐵 {𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−√
𝐾𝐴𝐵
2𝐷𝐴𝐵





Where 𝐾𝐴𝐵 is the force constant, the bond length 𝒓𝑨𝑩 at its equilibrium value is  𝒓𝒆𝒒−𝑨𝑩. 𝐷𝐴𝐵 in Eq. 
69 stands for the bond dissociation energy. The Morse function leads to a better description since it includes 
anharmonic terms near the equilibrium bond length, 𝒓𝒆𝒒−𝑨𝑩. 
The second term in the UFF, the angle bend formed by atoms A, B and C is described with a small 
Fourier expansion: [85] 






Where the 𝐶𝑛 are chosen to satisfy boundary conditions in the system, for instance, the fact that 
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taking into account only one set of atoms (A, B and C), in order to obtain the total potential bending energy 
we have to sum the 𝐸𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒−𝐴𝐵𝐶  for all possible angles within the system. 
Next term in equation 67, 𝐸𝐷𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 represents the torsion of a dihedral angle (A – B – C – D). It is 
described also:[85] 






The meaning of the variables here can be taken analogously as for equation 70. Summation of all 
the potential energy terms due to different dihedral torsions will give the 𝐸𝐷𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 value to add in equation 
67. 
Lennard – Jones expressions are used to model van der Waals interactions between atom A and 
B. 𝐸𝐿𝐽−𝐴𝐵 has the form:[85] 













Where 𝜀𝐴𝐵 stands for the well depth parameter, 𝒓𝒆𝒒−𝑨𝑩 gives the value of  𝒓𝑨𝑩 at the minimum in the 
𝐸𝐿𝐽−𝐴𝐵 profile. The total 𝐸𝐿𝐽 is obtained by summing all the 𝐸𝐿𝐽−𝐴𝐵 contributions from different AB pairs. 







Where 𝑄𝐴 and 𝑄𝐵 are the assigned atomic charges in A and B, 𝜖0 is the dielectric constant, 𝑹𝑨𝑩 is 
the distance A – B and 𝑒 is the unit charge. The partial charges are calculated by using the QEq charge 
equilibrium scheme.[86] Addition of all the 𝐸𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏−𝐴𝐵   different AB pair contributions will give the total 
electrostatic potential energy to add in equation 67. 
The last term to describe is the inversion 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣−𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷   of an atom A bonded to three other atoms B, C 
and D. 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣 is written as a small Fourier expansion in 𝜔 in UFF:[85] 
𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣−𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 = 𝐾𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷
𝐼𝑛𝑣 [𝐶0 + 𝐶1𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷) + 𝐶2𝐶𝑜𝑠(2𝜔𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷)]  
 
 Here, 𝐾𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷
𝐼𝑛𝑣  is the force constant and 𝜔𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 is the angle between the A – D axis ABC plane. As for 
the other potential energy interaction contributions, summation of all the 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑣−𝐴𝐵𝐶𝐷 from different ABCD 
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2.7.2 The QM – MM junction 
 
QM / MM boundary has to be carefully treated. If, for instance, we have a small molecule in solution, the 
problem is simple; put the molecule in the QM region and use MM for the solvent. However, in the process 
of defining the different regions, it is possible that the boundary between the QM and the MM region can go 
through a bond. This leaves atoms with the dangling bonds that must be saturated. The ONIOM scheme 
uses a link atom. [84] Here, normally an H atom saturates the “broken” bond replacing one of the real atoms 
(the one which is now in a different region). The link atom is placed on the bond vector between the QM 
and the MM regions and could also be other atom than H. The approximation used to treat the QM / MM 
boundary is actually one of the main differences between the QM – MM methods. 
 Another alternative is to use doubly occupied molecular orbitals to obtain a better description of the 
electron density in the boundary. Rivali et al. [87] proposed to place atomic orbitals localized and hybridized 
on the dangling bonds in the QM region. The orbital pointing towards the bond between the two regions is 
kept frozen during the SCF. 
 The ONIOM approach works by approximating the energy of the real system as: 
𝐸𝑂𝑁𝐼𝑂𝑀 = 𝐸𝑀𝑀(𝑅𝑆) + 𝐸𝑄𝑀(𝑆𝑀) − 𝐸𝑀𝑀(𝑆𝑀)  
  
RS in equation 75 refers to real system, that is to say, the whole molecule; the ligand shell and the 
metal core in our case. SM stands for “small” model that refers to the part which is going to be treated with 
the more accurate level of theory (QM), the gold core in our GNC. 
 ONIOM calculation benefit from electrostatic embedding by taking into account the steric and 
electrostatic properties of the whole system in the modeling process of the QM region. The QM wave 
function is polarized by adding the partial charges of the MM region in the QM Hamiltonian improving the 
description of the interaction between the two regions. 
  
(75) 
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While the properties of relatively large gold nanoparticles (with diameter greater than ~2 nm) are 
characterized by plasmonic excitations with collective nature,[1, 2] the discretized electronic structure of 
GNCs due to their ultra – small size results in single electron transitions and molecule – like properties. [3, 
4] 
Jin et al. [5] evidenced three well – defined bands in the optical absorption profile of the well – 
characterized Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18– cluster around 688, 450 and 400 nm. Additionally, TD – DFT 
computations on the Au25(SH)18– model cluster [2] complemented the interpretation of the experimental UV 
– Vis spectrum of the Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18– cluster showing that the lowest optical band at 688 nm was due 
to HOMO – LUMO excitations. The structure of the Au28(TBBT)20 cluster (TBBT being 4 – tert – 
butylbenzenethiolate) analyzed by single crystal X – ray crystallography was also reported by Jin et al. 
together with its experimental UV – Vis spectrum [6]. Only a change of 3 extra gold atoms in the 
stoichiometry compared to the Au25(SR)18– is needed to completely modify the metal core structure and 
hence the optical properties. The Au28(TBBT)20 cluster also shows three main bands at 580, 480 and 365 
nm. Additionally, Tsunoyama et al.[7] reported the experimental UV – Vis spectrum of the thiolate protected 
Au38(SR)24 cluster. In this case, the lowest energy transition (corresponding to HOMO – LUMO excitations 
[8]) are localized around 1370 nm. These differences and the characteristic optical absorption patterns 
suggest that the nuclearity of the metal core plays a significant role on the optical properties of GNCs and 
confirm that their properties present high sensitivity to the number of gold atoms in their stoichiometry.  
However, the ligand shell has also an important role not only on the passivation of the core but also 
on the structure of the metal backbone hence modifying the properties of the bare cluster. Our computations 
show that thiolates follow the divide and protect concept proposed by Häkkinen [9] where a sub – metal 
core is protected by small staple motifs. For instance, the Au25(SR)18– cluster is composed of a small Au13 
core protected by 6 oligomers – SR – Au – SR – Au – SR –.  [10] Addionally, Aikens [2, 5] have shown – by 
carrying out a TD – DFT study on the Au25(SH)18– model cluster – that most of the contribution to the 
molecular orbitals involved in the lower energy electronic excitations were coming from the Au13 core and 
that the UV – Vis spectrum was strongly influenced by the Au – Au length in the inner core which can be 
altered by the staple motif on the cluster surface. All these findings confirm that even though the optical 
profile appears to be a property of the core in thiolate protected GNCs the ligand shell participates indirectly 
on the optical absorption profile. 




In this chapter, analysis of the optical, electronic and structural properties of several phosphine, 
chloride and thiolate ligated GNCs, with Au13, Au25 and Au28 nuclearities at the DFT level is carried out in 
the gas phase. 
Our computations on the icosahedral set of Au13 clusters protected by phosphines and chlorides 
show that their electronic structure is related to that of the bare Au135+ which constitutes a superatomic unit. 
Our study also confirms that the absorption profiles are highly dependent on the phosphine/chloride ratio as 
observed experimentally by Konishi et al. in ref [11] suggesting that the ligand – to – metal charge transfer 
is an important parameter to take into account for understanding the role of the ligand shell composition on 
the optical properties. 
Additionally, the family of clusters [Au25(SR)18]q was studied (R being CH3 or Ph and q = – 1, +1). 
Our computed structure for the Au25(SCH3)18– cluster is quite close to that experimentally reported for the 
Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18– [12] and the computed UV – Vis spectrum shows a good agreement with the 
experimental one.[5] Since the icosahedral Au13 represents a building block for thiolate protected Au25 
clusters, the comparison of their optical profiles shows that the lowest energy band in Au25(SCH3)18– is split 
due to the lift of the degeneracy of the superatomic D – orbitals, which is a consequence of the presence of 
the staples. [2, 13] 
Furthermore, the possibility of tuning the optical and surface properties of GNCs through the design 
of the ligand shell suggests that cooperative effects may be important to understand the modulation of the 
electron density on the metal core.[14] Therefore, the properties of the non – icosahedral Au13 cluster 
capped by two different ligands with opposite electron donor/acceptor character were also investigated in 
this work. Seven PH3 and five SCH3 ligands were used to protect the metal core in four different ligand 
spatial configurations on the cluster surface. Two of these “ligand configuration” are Janus,[15-18] that is to 
say, ligands of the same nature spatially segregated, ligands forming stripes [19, 20] and ligands randomly 
organized (called mixed). Our calculations show that ligand shells of donor and acceptor ligands with 
different spatial organization lead to different equilibrium geometries and hence different UV – Vis spectra 
are obtained. 
The comparison of the computed UV – visible absorption profiles of the icosahedral and amorphous 
Au13 clusters and of the [Au25(SR)18]q family shows that it is possible to shift the position of the lowest optical 
absorption band by controlling the electron density in the metallic core through the design of the ligand layer. 
We found that the more negative the metallic core is the more the lowest optical absorption band is red 
shifted. Interestingly, this trend is also confirmed by the phosphine, thiolate and chloride capped Au28 family 
of clusters studied whose electronic structure does not follow the superatomic model since their metal core 
does not exhibit spherical symmetry. 
Finally, our computations confirm that the electron donor or acceptor character, the spatial 
organization of the ligands and the charge state play an important role in the regulation of the electron 




density in the metallic core in GNCs. We show as well that the position of the lowest energy band can be 
tuned by the modulation of the electron density in the metal core which can be engineered by the correct 
design of the ligand layer.  
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Tuning the optical properties of gold nanocluster is a major challenge due to the complexity of the relation 
between their structure and physicochemical properties. One of the most important questions to answer is 
how the nuclearity and the structure of the ligand shell affect the optical absorption profile since different 
core nuclearities show absorption peaks at different positions.[1-6]. We reported in chapter III and in ref [7] 
on the effect of the ligand layer on the optical properties of GNC with different sizes and nuclearity of metallic 
cores.. This chapter is specifically devoted to the effect of the ligand shell on the properties of anionic thiolate 
protected GNC’s with the very stable icosahedral metallic core Au25. We also explore here the effects of a 
mixed ligand shell on the GNC’s properties. The effect of the polarity of the ligand on the optical absorption 
profile and the distortion suffered by the Au25 metallic core have previously been investigated in ref. [8]. 
Additionally, several studies show that the fluorescence of some protected GNCs can be improved by 
modifying the ligand shell. [9, 10]  
Because the lowest absorption band of the UV – Vis spectrum of GNC’s is in most cases due to 
excitations of MO’s localized in the metallic core, one might a priori expect that the structure of the ligands 
absorbed on the gold surface will not have a significant effect on the optical absorption profile.[11, 12] 
However, GNC synthesis studies have reported that the gold core nuclearity does not always stay 
unchanged upon substitution of the ligand shell. [13-16] For instance, Jin et al. have shown that the size of 
GNCs are highly sensitive to the methyl substituent position (p, m or o - isomer) in a methylbenzene thiolates 
coated GNCs. They found the Au130, Au104 and Au40 core nuclearities for the o, m and p – methylbenzene 
thiol isomer protected GNC, respectively. Size decreases in line with the increasing hindrance of the –CH3 
group to the gold interface which can be used to obtain GNCs with desired size. [17] Moreover, Pradeep 
and co – workers showed that it is possible to enhance the solid – state emission in the Au25(SR)18 (SR 
being a thiolate ligand) cluster by substituting glutathione thiolate by 3 – mercapto – 2 – butanol while 
keeping the core size.[18] 
 Mixing two kinds of ligands in the protecting ligand shell could represent a good alternative to tune 
the cluster surface and optical properties. Additionally, recent studies have shown that ligand exchange 
reactions could lead to two different ligand protected GNCs with optical properties different from their 
monoligand capped analogues. [7, 8, 18-21] Therefore, it is important to investigate the way molecules 
assembled when absorbed on the metal core. 
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Three different subnanometer – ordered ligand domains have been observed in two different – 
ligand coated GNCs: ‘Janus’, where the ligands are spatially segregated on the gold surface,[22-26] ‘stripe’ 
GNCs,[27, 28] where ordered rings layers of alternating thiolates are formed and those GNCs where the 
ligands are randomly organized. The size of the cluster and the length of the ligand have been found to be 
very important parameters on the formation of these ligand ordered domains.[27, 28] For instance, Stellacci 
and co – workers reported the formation of ordered – ligand domains in two different thiolate protected gold 
particles by scanning tunneling and transmission electron microscopy.[29] Moreover, they showed that the 
ligands form separated phases with 5 Å size and that the dimension of this phase can be controlled by 
ligand composition and the metal core size.[30] 
Here, on the basis of computational studies carried out at the DFT level, we compare five different 
mono – thiolate (SR) protected anionic Au25 clusters. The thiolate ligands differ by the nature of the R group. 
The effect of the ligand shell on the equilibrium geometry, electronic structure and UV – Vis spectrum is 
analyzed as well as the effect of two different thiolate ligands protecting the metal core at different ligand 
ratios. Comparison between the mono– and bi – ligand protected anion Au25 has been performed. 
Our computational study shows that the exchange of different thiolate does not induce a significant 
distortion on the metal core. This is expected since the Au25 core in its icosahedral geometry is very stable 
and exhibits a superatomic electronic structure character.[7, 31, 32] The representative molecular orbital 
diagram of [Au25(SCH3)18]– are shown in figure 7 in reference [7] of chapter III. Also, the molecular orbital 
isocontour of the [Au25(SPhPh)18]– cluster exhibiting the p – SAMO of the 3 – fold quasidegenerate HOMO 
and the d – SAMO of the 2 – and 3 – fold quasidegenerate LUMO and LUMO + 1 character, respectively is 
shown in figure 7 of this chapter. Several studies show that the Au13+5 cluster represents a building block 
for larger GNCs [1, 5, 13, 33-36] including all the clusters studied in this chapter. The Au13+5 cluster 
represents a super atomic unit;[31] its characteristic icosahedral structure and its 8 valence electrons has 
been used to understand the stability of the Au25 core.[37] 
On the other hand, the partial charge distribution is also affected by the exchange of ligands and, 
since the electronic interactions between the icosahedral Au13 and the staples influences the orbital energies 
[8, 12, 38] we confirm here that the charge redistribution between the gold core and the ligand shell plays 
an important role on the features of the UV – Vis spectrum. 
We corroborate that the correlation discussed in chapter III [7] between the partial charge on the 
metal core and the shift of the absorption spectrum of the clusters is followed by the monoligand capped 
GNCs studied: the more the core is negatively charged, the more the lowest optical transition is shifted to 
the red. 
Additionally, we report in this chapter on  two different thiolate protected anion Au25 clusters: the 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– and the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters, both in Janus configuration, 
(where TP means thiophenol and 4ATP means 4 – aminothiophenol). The choice of TP/4ATP mixed ligand 
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GNC was based on the fact that in chapter V we report the synthesis and characterization of the 
[Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– cluster by adapting the method used in reference [3] and we aim to compare the 
experimental and computed UV – Vis spectra. The S(CH2)5COOH ligand was also explored in the 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– set of clusters since we want to evaluate if having a more flexible and longer 
ligand than an aromatic TP or 4ATP will have an effect on the optical properties. Unfortunately, we were not 
able to obtain an equilibrium structure for the monoligand [Au25(S(CH2)5COOH)18]–. 
 Our results show for the different TP/S(CH2)5COOH and TP/4ATP ligand ratio investigated that the 
metal core does not suffer a significant distortion. In some cases, only a barely detectable expansion of the 
staple motif can be found. Our computations on the two sets of Janus [Au25(SR’)x(SR’’)18 – x]– clusters confirm 
the resemblance of their electronic structure to that of the bare Au135+ which, constitutes a superatomic unit. 
[31] Both sets of Janus [Au25(SR’)x(SR’’)18 – x]– clusters show a very close structure to the experimentally 
reported for the Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18– [34] 
Finally, our computations on both two – ligand protected GNCs ([Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– 
and the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]–) show that the position of the lowest energy bands do not vary linearly with 
the ligand ratio. No significant modification of the UV – Vis spectrum of the [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– 
was detected when comparing with the monoligand TP protected analogue. However, a blue shift is 
observed of the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– with the less negative Au13 partial charge. 
4.1 The monoligand protected [Au25(SR)18]− cluster 
 
4.1.1 Structure and partial charge distribution of the monoligand protected [Au25(SR)18]–  
 
As a first step, the equilibrium geometries of the five different thiolate protected Au25 cluster have been 
determined. Two of them, the [Au25(SCH3)18]– and the [Au25(TP) 18]–, were already investigating in chapter 
III and are used here for comparison. [7] The ligands used to protect the metal cores are: methylthiol (SCH3), 
4 – aminothiophenol (4ATP), phenylthiol (TP), biphenyl-4-thiol (SPhPh) and 1, 1′, 4′, 1′′-terphenyl – 4 – thiol 
(SPhPhPh). 
The Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 cluster structure has been resolved by X – ray crystallography and was 
used as starting point for our calculations by modifying the ligand shell. [1, 34] 
Computations have been performed at the DFT / CAM – B3LYP level. The LANL2MB relativistic 
corrected pseudopotentials and basis sets [39, 40] for the gold atoms and the 6 – 31G(d) Gaussian basis 
set for the different ligands. For more details about the computational methodology consult the 
computational details section in chapter II. 
The computed equilibrium structures of the bare Au25 and the five [Au25(SR)18]– clusters are 
displayed in figure 4. As found in other studies,[5, 19, 31, 38, 41] the divide and protect motif proposed by 
Häkkinen et al. [42] is followed; all of the clusters are composed of a small icosahedral core Au13 protected 
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by six – SR – Au – SR – Au – SR – staple oligomers. Figure 2 shows some of the staples in the 
[Au25(SPhPhPh)18]– cluster. In most of the cases, two out of three ligands in each staple are arranged in 
eclipsed orientation while the third one lies on the opposite side as can be seen in figure 2c. 
We build a histogram of the Au – Au distances to get insight about how the gold atoms rearrange 
after ligand exchange. Figure 3 shows the histograms of the distances Au – Au for all the [Au25(SR)18]– 
computed structures, as well as for the icosahedral bare core shown in figure 1a. We can see that the 
exchange of thiolates does not induce a significant modification on the histogram of Au – Au distances. The 
formation of the ‘– SR – Au – SR – Au – SR –’ staple is reflected -by the appearance of a new ‘Au – Au 




Figure 1. Computed equilibrium geometries of the bare Au25 core (a) and the [Au25(SR)18]– set of clusters: 
(b) [Au25(SCH3)18]–, (c) [Au25(4ATP)18]–, (d) [Au25(TP)18]–, (e) [Au25(SPhPh)18]– and (f) [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]–. 
The Au atoms are shown in yellow, the C atoms in grey, the dark blue junctions stand for N, S is represented 
in navy blue and H is in white. 
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Figure 2. Computed equilibrium geometries of the bare Au25 core (a) and the [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]– 
highlighting three of the ligand interactions; panel a) the upside view, panel b) the side view and panel c) 
the staple.  
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Figure 3. Histogram of the Au – Au distances of the bare Au25 core (a) and the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters: (b) 
[Au25(SCH3)18]–, (c) [Au25(4ATP)18]–, (d) [Au25(TP)18]–, (e) [Au25(SPhPh)18]– and (f) [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]. 
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Counting the number of Au atoms within successive spheres centered on the central gold atom 
whose diameter differ by 1 Å allows us to build the histogram of radial distances of Au atoms for the 
[Au25(SR)18]– equilibrium structures. Figure 4 shows the histogram of radial distances of Au atoms of all the 
[Au25(SR)18]–. The first and second blue bars represent the central Au and the twelve Au atoms, respectively, 
forming the icosahedral Au13 core. The last and third bar stands for the Au atoms in the staple. Again, as 
found in the Au – Au distance histogram in figure 3, comparison of figures 4a (bare Au25) with 4b – f shows 
that protecting the core with thiolates leads to an expansion of the bare Au25  due to the formation of the 
staple motifs. 
Figure 4 shows that the staple motif starts to deform when the phenyl group is used. A slight 
compression of the Au25 cluster is detected in figure 4 when SPhPhPh is protecting the metal cores (see 
the third bar in figure 4f). This can be due to the fact that ligands with phenyl groups tend to arrange in a 
way to interact among them by π– stacking (see figure 2a and 2b). 
Table 1 shows the S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple bond lengths for comparison. Au(C) – Au12 
represents the distance between the central Au and the 12 Au atoms forming the icosahedral Au13 core and 
Au(C) – Austaple stands for the distance between the central Au and the 12 Au in the staple oligomers. Table 
1 shows very similar S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple distances for all of the clusters independently 
on the ligand protecting the core, except for the [Au25(SCH3)18]1– clusters where we have larger values. This 
confirms the stability of the Au25 core. [43] 
Table 2 shows the partial charge distribution of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters. The computed partial 
charge on Au25 cores is positive (+3 |e|)  and does not vary significantly upon changing the nature of the R 
group in the ligand shell, except for the [Au25(SCH3)18]1– for which it is slightly more positive. The positive 
partial charge on the Au25 core reflects the electron – attractor character of the sulfur atoms. The fact that 
the R = CH3 ligand leads to a different charge distribution can be understood by its smaller polarizability. 
However, the partial charges on the Au13 core reported in table 2 are negative, leading to a polarization of 
the Au25 metallic core. [7]  A partial negative charge of –0.53 |e| of Au13 core is computed for the 
[Au25(SCH3)18]1– cluster while the  [Au25(TP)18]1– cluster has a partial charge of  –0.45 |e|, a value that is 
similar for the R substituents, which all involve phenyl rings. The [Au25(SPhPh)18]– cluster has the same 
partial charge as [Au25(TP)18]1– while the partial charge for [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]– is –0.46 |e|. The difference 
in partial charges reflects the electron – attractor character of the phenyl groups, which leads to a smaller 
polarization of the charge distribution inside the metallic core. Entries d, e and f in table 2 shows that, for 
these three protected clusters the charge is concentrated on the first ring in the SPhPh and the SPhPhPh 
ligands absorbed on the Au25 core. The less negative metal Au13 core reported in table 2 is found for the 
[Au25(4ATP)18]1– cluster. A total natural charge of –1.32 |e| is obtained for the NH2 groups showing their 
electron withdrawing character. 
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Figure 4. Histogram of the radial distances in the bare Au25– core in panel (a) and the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters: 
panel (b) [Au25(SCH3)18]–, panel (c) [Au25(4ATP)18]–, panel (d) [Au25(TP)18]–, panel (e) [Au25(SPhPh)18]– and 
panel (f) [Au25(SPhPhPh)18] –. 
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Table 1. Label, cluster stoichiometry and S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple bond lengths in (Å) of the 
[Au25(SR)18]– clusters. Au(C) stands for the central atom in the icosahedral Au13 while Au12 represents the 
rest of the Au atoms. Austaples represent the Au atoms left which form the staple motif. 
Label Cluster 
Stoichiometry 
S – C 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Au12 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Austaple 
(å) 
b [Au25(SCH3)18]1– 1.829 – 1.833 2.875 – 2.926 5.272 – 5.372 
c [Au25(4ATP)18]1– 1.789 – 1.797 2.879 – 2.958 5.317 – 5.489 
d [Au25(TP)18]1– 1.791 – 1.797 2.877 – 2.948 5.236 – 5.431 
e [Au25(SPhPh)18]1– 1.787 – 1.795 2.871 – 2.933 5.234 – 5.445 
f [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]1– 1.788 – 1.795 2.880 – 2.938 5.210 – 5.429 
 
 
Table 2. Label, cluster stoichiometry, partial charges of the different fragments in the clusters and HOMO – 
LUMO gap values (H – L gap) of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters. 
Label Cluster 
Stoichiometry 
Partial charges |e|  
 
H – L  
Gap (eV) 
 Au25 Au13 S C H Substituent 


























































Additionally, H – L gap values are reported for all the thiolate coated Au25 clusters. No significant 
modification of the H – L gap value was observed upon thiolate exchange. Since the H – L gap reported in 
table 2 are not significantly different we can say that the stability of the cluster is not affected by the organic 
group bearing the S atom among the thiolates studied here. 
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4.1.2 Optical properties 
 
UV − Vis spectra were computed at the equilibrium geometry of the ground electronic state with the linear 
response TD – DFT method as implemented in Gaussian 09. The absorption spectrum was obtained by the 
calculation of the 70 lowest excited states. 
Figure 5 and 6 show the computed UV – Vis spectra of the [Au25(SR)18]– set of clusters. Vertical 
bars stand for the transition energies whose heights correspond to the oscillator strength of the 
corresponding transition, and the spectra are obtained by convolution with Gaussian line shapes with σ = 
0.085 eV. 
 
Figure 5. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. 
 
Comparison of the UV – Vis spectra is shown in figure 6. It is possible to see that in all cases, as 
found in previous computational studies on the same cluster, [8, 12, 38] our computed absorption spectra 
are characterized by a tail – and – hump profile. Relative weak absorption are found in the visible region 
while the main bands can be found in the UV. 
Table 3 shows the range (in nm) for each band for all the thiolate capped Au25 clusters and their 
character. We can see that the first band originates from excitations involving transitions from the 3 - fold 
quasidegenerate HOMO to the LUMO, LUMO + 1 quasidegenerate set.  
In all cases, the 3 – fold quasi – degenerate set; HOMO, HOMO – 1 and HOMO − 2 and the virtual 
orbitals; LUMO to LUMO + 4 show a resemblance with the superatomic molecular orbitals (SAMO) that 
characterize the electronic structure of the icosahedral bare Au135+ core. [31, 38] For instance, figure 7 shows 
a schematic representation of the energy levels together with the isocontour of the corresponding orbitals 
(isovalue 0.02 Å−3) of the [Au25(SPhPh)18]– cluster. However, compared to the Au13 electronic structure, the 
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d – SAMO in [Au25(SPhPh)18]– are split and as a consequence a splitting in the optical bands is observed. 
Figure 7 shows that the 3 – quasidegenerate p – SAMO (HOMO – 1, HOMO – 2 and HOMO – 3) and the d 
– SAMO (LUMO + 1 to LUMO +5) are highly localized on the metal Au13 core. We find that the contribution 
from the Au13 core to the frontier molecular orbitals is greater than 70%, except in the specific case of the 
[Au25(4ATP)18]– where the contribution is >60 %. 
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Figure 6. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. 
The height of the vertical bars give the oscillator strength of each transition and the spectra are obtained by 
convolution with Gaussian line shapes (σ = 0.085 eV). 
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the energy levels (with a degeneracy threshold of 0.13 eV) together 
with the isocontour of the corresponding orbitals (isovalue 0.02 Å−3) of the [Au25(SPhPh)18]– cluster at the 
DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. 
 
Figure 8. Molecular orbital diagram of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. The red 
bars are the p – SAMO 3 – fold quasi – degenerate HOMO (HOMO – 1, HOMO – 1 and HOMO – 2) and 
the blue bars stand for the five d – SAMO; the two degenerate LUMO and the 3 – fold quasi – degenerate 
LUMO + 1. 
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Table 3. Label, cluster stoichiometry, partial charge on the Au13 core (NBO) and characteristics of the first 







        Range (nm)       Character 
Second band 
  Range (nm)         Character 
b [Au25(SCH3)18]1– -0.53 607.09 – 658.76 H → L 403.49 – 444.56  H → L + 1 
c [Au25(4ATP)18]1– -0.40 546.43 – 645.14 H → L 398.10 – 488.96 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
d [Au25(TP)18]1– -0.45 582.73 – 646.20 H → L 402.55 – 464.71 H → L + 1 
e [Au25(SPhPh)18]1– -0.45 593.15 – 656.74 H → L 404.60 – 462.49 H → L + 1 
f [Au25(SPhPhPh)18]1– -0.46 590.54 – 657.71 H → L 403.02 – 463.59 H → L + 1 
 
 
Figure 8 shows the molecular orbital diagram of the [Au25(SR)18]– clusters. It is possible to see that 
the orbitals energies are affected by exchanging the organic group bearing the S atom but not a significant 
modification on the degeneracy landscape is observed. This is confirmed by the H-L gaps reported in table 
2, which do not vary significantly. 
Table 3 also shows that the second band originates from excitations involving transitions from the 
3 - fold quasidegenerate HOMO to the d – SAMO set; LUMO + 1 and LUMO + 2. Notice that no significant 
modification on the optical absorption profile is experienced by modifying the organic group bearing the S 
atom in the thiolate. Figure 6 shows that, in all cases, the lowest energy band in centered ~600 nm while 
the one at higher energies is around 409 nm. 
4.2 The Janus [Au25(SR’)x(SR’’)18 – x]– cluster (R’ = Ph (TP) and R’’ = 4ATP, CH3(CH2)4COOH) 
 
Taking the [Au25(TP)18]– as parent cluster, the equilibrium structure and the optical absorption profile of the 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– and the [Au25(TP)x(4ATP)18 – x]– Janus clusters have been determined for 
different SR’/SR’’ ratios. We then analyze the computed UV – Vis spectra..  
4.2.1 Structure and partial charge distribution of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 –x]–  
 
The equilibrium geometries of anionic Au25 cluster protected by thiophenol (TP) and the 6 – 
mercaptohexanoic acid (S(CH2)5COOH)  in Janus ligand – ordered domains have been studied for four 
ligand TP/S(CH2)5COOH)2 ratios: [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]–, [Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]–,  
[Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– and  [Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]–. The ground state equilibrium geometries 
have been computed at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level and the corresponding UV – Vis spectra with the linear 
response TD – DFT method. Unfortunately, we were not able to find the equilibrium structure of the 
[Au25(S(CH2)5COOH)18]– cluster. The crystallographic data of the Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 cluster are available 
and were used as starting point for our calculations by modifying the ligand shell as done for the monoligand 
protected Au25. [1, 34] 
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The computed equilibrium structures of the four Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters are 
shown in figure 9 together with the [Au25(TP)18]–. As expected, the addition of a second type of thiolate 
(S(CH2)5COOH) does not induce a significant rearrangement of the metal core.  The Au13 + 6{– SR – Au – 
SR – Au – SR –} staple structure is preserved. [42] 
Figure 10 shows the histograms of the Au–Au distances for the four Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters together with the [Au25(TP)18]–. Different TP/S(CH2)5COOH ratios 
do not induce a significant modification on the Au – Au distance histogram. 
 
Figure 9. Computed equilibrium geometries of the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster in panel (a) and of the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18–x]– clusters: panel (b) [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– cluster, panel (c) 
[Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]–, panel (d) [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– and (e)  
[Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]–. The Au atoms are shown in yellow, the C atoms in grey, the dark blue 
junctions stand for N, S is represented in navy blue and H is in white. 
 
Figure 11 shows the histogram of the radial distances of all the [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– 
Janus clusters together with the [Au25(TP)18]–. The staple motif keeps its structure with the exception of the 
Janus [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– cluster (figure 9b and 10b) where the S(CH2)5COOH acids slightly 
distort the staples. For the S(CH2)5COOH ligands, we observe the formation of hydrogen bond between the 
pairs of COOH groups. 
Table 4 shows the S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple distances for comparison. As in the 
monoligand capped anion Au25, table 4 shows very similar S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple distances 
for all of the clusters independently on the ligand TP/ S(CH2)5COOH ratio. Again, the only exception is in 
the [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– cluster where the Au(C) – Austaple distance is slightly larger than the other 
cases.  
Furthermore, table 5 shows the natural charge distribution of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 
– x]– clusters. An overall positive charge for the Au25 core is reported highlighting the electron – attractor 
character of the thiolates ligands. Table 5 shows that the TP has stronger electron – attractor character than 
the S(CH2)5COOH ligand. As a consequence, the larger the amount of TP ligands the less positive the Au25 
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becomes. As observed in the monoligated case, the partial charge on the Au13 core cluster is negative. No 
correlation between the charge of the Au13 and the ligand ratio has been found.  
All the Janus equilibrium structures shown in this section present practically the same Au25 core 
structure independently of the S(CH2)5COOH / TP ligand. 
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Figure 10. Histogram of the Au – Au distances of the [Au25(TP)18]– (in panel a) and the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18–x]– clusters: panel (b) [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]–, panel (c) 
[Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]–, panel (d) [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– and panel (e)  
[Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]– . 
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Figure 11. Histogram of the radial distances of the [Au25(TP)18]– (in panel a) and the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18–x]– clusters: panel (b) [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]–, panel (c) 
[Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]–, panel (d) [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– and panel (e)  
[Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]– . 
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Table 4. Label, cluster stoichiometry and S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple distances in (Å)  of the 
Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18–x]– set of clusters together with the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)18]–. 
Au(C) stands for the central atom in the icosahedral Au13 while Au12 represents the rest of the Au atoms. 
Austaples represent the Au atoms left which form the staple motif. 
Label Cluster 
Stoichiometry 
S – C 
TP 
(å) 
S – C 
S(CH2)5COOH 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Au12 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Austaple 
 (å) 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 1.791 – 1.797  –  2.88 – 2.95 5.24 – 5.43 
b [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– 1.791 – 1.798 1.831 – 1.839 2.87 – 2.95 5.27 – 5.50 
c [Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]– 1.791 – 1.796 1.831 – 1.847 2.89 – 2.94 5.27 – 5.42 
d [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– 1.790 – 1.796 1.831 – 1.847 2.88 – 2.94 5.28 – 5.43 
e [Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]– 1.791 – 1.796 1.832 – 1.847 2.88 – 2.93 5.25 – 5.41 
 
 
Table 5. Label, cluster stoichiometry, partial charge of the different fragments in the clusters and HOMO – 
LUMO gap (H – L gap) of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18–x]– set of clusters together with the 




Partial charge |e|  H – L 
(eV) 
Au25 Au13 TP S(CH2)5COOH 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 3.06 -0.450 -4.062 – 4.01 
b [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– 3.03 -0.430 -0.227 -0.199 4.062 
c [Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]– 2.98 -0.416 -0.228 -0.199 3.947 
d [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– 2.95 -0.423 -0.229 -0.200 3.944 
e [Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]– 2.92 -0.425 -0.230 -0.203 3.924 
 
4.2.2 Structure and partial charge distribution effects of thiolate ligands on the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(4ATP)18 – x]– cluster 
 
The equilibrium geometries of the anion Au25 cluster protected by thiophenol (TP) and the 4 – 
aminothiophenol (4ATP) in Janus configuration have been studied for three different ligand TP/4ATP ratios: 
[Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]–, [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– and the [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– . The ground state equilibrium 
geometries have been computed at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level and the corresponding UV – Vis spectra 
with the linear response TD – DFT method. 
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Figure 12. Computed equilibrium geometries of the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)18]– in panel (a) the 
Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters: panel (b) [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– , panel (c) the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– 
and panel  (d) the [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– and the monoligand protected [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster in panel (e). 
In panels (f), (g) and (h) the 4ATP ligands of (b), (c) and (d) are highlighted. The Au atoms are shown in 
yellow, the C atoms in grey, the dark blue junctions stand for N, S is represented in navy blue and H is in 
white. 
 
As in the monoligand protected case and the four Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– set of 
clusters, our computed [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18-x]– equilibrium structures keeps the Au13 + 6{‘– SR – Au – SR – 
Au – SR –} structure [42] as shown in figure 12. As expected, no significant rearrangement of the metal core 
was experienced by varying the TP/4ATP ligand ratio as can be seen in the histogram of Au – Au distances 
in figure 13.  There is also no significant difference with the two monoligated clusters, [Au25(TP)18]– and 
[Au25(4ATP)18]– discussed above. This is confirmed by table 6. 
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Figure 13. Histogram of the Au – Au distances of the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)18]– in panel (a), the 
Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters: panel (b)  [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]–, (c) [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– and (d) the 
[Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– cluster and the [Au25(TP)18]– in panel (e). 
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Figure 14. Histogram of the radial distances of the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)18]– in panel (a), the 
Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters: panel (b)  [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]–, (c) [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– and (d) the 
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Table 6. Label, cluster stoichiometry, S – C, Au(C) – Au12 and Au(C) – Austaple distances in (Å) of the Janus 
[Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters: (a) shows the [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]–, (c) the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– and (e) the 
[Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– cluster for the two different ligands. Au(C) stands for the central atom in the icosahedral 




S – C 
TP 
(Å) 
S – C 
4ATP 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Au12 
 
(Å) 
Au(c) – Austaple 
 
(Å) 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 1.791 – 1.797 – 2.88 – 2.95 5.24 – 5.43 
b [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– 1.792 – 1.797 1.790 – 1.795 2.89 – 2.95 5.25 – 5.44 
c [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– 1.791 – 1.797 1.791 – 1.797 2.86 – 2.97 5.30 – 5.52 
d [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– 1.792 – 1.797 1.789 – 1.797 2.89 – 2.95 5.27 – 5.44 
e [Au25(4ATP)18]1– – 1.789 – 1.797 2.88 – 2.96 5.32 – 5.45 
 
Furthermore, table 7 shows the natural charge distribution of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(4ATP)18 – x]– 
clusters. Again, a positively charged Au25 core is reported. Table 7 shows that the TP has stronger electron 
– attractor character than the 4ATP ligand. However, no specific relation between the ligand TP/4ATP ratio 
and the charge of the Au13 or the Au25 has been found. It is possible to see that for the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– 
(1:1 TP:4ATP) we obtain a larger polarization of the metallic core with the less negative Au13 core and the 
more positive Au25. 
 
Table 7. Label, cluster stoichiometry, partial charges of the different fragments in the clusters and HOMO – 
LUMO gap (H – L gap) of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters: (a) shows the [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]–, 
(c) the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– and (e) the [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– cluster. The partial charge for TP and 
S(CH2)5COOH represent the charge per ligand. 
Label Cluster 
Stoichiometry 
Partial charge |e| H – L 
(eV) 
Au25 Au13 TP 4ATP 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 3.06 -0.45 -0.23 – 4.01 
b [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– 3.04 -0.45 -0.24 -0.19 3.99 
c [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– 3.09 -0.38 -0.24 -0.22 4.05 
d [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– 3.04 -0.44 -0.23 -0.22 3.96 
e [Au25(4ATP)18]1– 3.05 -0.40 – -0.23 3.99 
 
4.2.3 Optical properties 
 
The UV – Vis spectra of the two types of Janus cluster, [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– and the 
[Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]–, were computed at the TD – DFT / CAM – B3LYP level and analyzed through 
features of the MO involved in the excitations. 
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4.2.3.1 Computed UV – Vis spectra of the [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– Janus clusters 
 
Figure 15 shows the UV – vis absorption spectra of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters. The 
tails – and – hump pattern typical spectrum of a small cluster is obtained. In Figure 16 the vertical bars 
representing the transition energies whose heights correspond to the oscillator strength of the corresponding 
transition is shown. 
 Figures 15 and 16 clearly show that in most of the cases no significant modification of the UV – Vis 
spectrum is experienced by varying the TP/S(CH2)5COOH ratio. The UV – Vis spectra of the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters look very similar to the one of the [Au25(TP)18]–. The lowest energy 
band for [Au25(TP)18]– is centered at ~600 nm (2.03 eV) whereas it is found ~590 nm (2.10 eV) for 
[Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– and ~610 nm (2.06 eV) for [Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]–, 
[Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– and [Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]–. Even though the 
[Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– shows a slight blue shift compared to the monoligand [Au25(TP)18]– and the 
rest of the Janus, the difference in position of the band is no significant. This correlates well with the fact 
that the structure does not experience significant distortion upon TP exchange by the S(CH2)5COOH ligand. 
Table 5 does not show any relation between the ligand TP/ S(CH2)5COOH and the partial charge on the 
metal core Au13. 
 
Figure 15. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)18]– and the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. 
 
 
Table 8 shows that, as observed in the monoligand protected clusters discussed here and in chapter 
III, the first band originates from excitations involving transitions from the 3 – fold quasidegenerate HOMO 
to the 2 – fold quasidegenerate LUMO superatomic orbitals. The second band originates from excitations 
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involving transitions from the 3 - fold quasidegenerate HOMO to the d – SAMO set; LUMO + 3, LUMO + 4 
and LUMO +5. 
Figure 17 shows the molecular orbital diagram of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– set of 
clusters. Notice that, compared to figure 8 in the monoligand protected case, the molecular orbital energies 
are not highly affected by the substitution of the TP by S(CH2)5COOH acid ligands which supports the 
significant resemblance in the UV – Vis spectra of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]–. 
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Figure 16. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the monoligand protected [Au25(TP)x]– and the Janus 
[Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. The height of the vertical bars give 
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the oscillator strength of each transition and the spectra are obtained by convolution with Gaussian line 
shapes (σ = 0.085 eV). 
 
Table 8. Label, cluster stoichiometry and characteristics of the first and second band of the Janus 




        Range (nm)       Character 
Second band 
Range (nm)           Character 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 582.73 – 646.20 H → L 402.55 – 464.71 H → L + 1 
b [Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)5COOH)2]– 575.93 – 630.71 H → L 401.18 – 466.28 H → L + 1 
c [Au25(TP)14(S(CH2)5COOH)4]– 589.03 – 665.74 H → L 398.88 – 474.11 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
d [Au25(TP)12(S(CH2)5COOH)6]– 591.06 – 665.37 H → L 398.41 – 474.00 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
e [Au25(TP)10(S(CH2)5COOH)8]– 599.34 – 673.28 H → L 394.99 – 475.01 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
H → L + 3 
 
 
Figure 17. Molecular orbital diagram of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters at the DFT/CAM 
– B3LYP level. The red bars are the p – SAMO three – fold quasi – degenerate HOMO (HOMO – 1, HOMO 
– 1 and HOMO – 2) and the blue bars stand for the 5 d – SAMO; the two degenerate LUMO and the 3 – 
fold quasi – degenerate LUMO + 1. The AcM6 label was used for S(CH2)5COOH ligand. 
 
The barely modified electronic structure of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(S(CH2)5COOH)18 – x]– clusters is 
confirmed in table 7 by the H – L gaps. No significant modification of the H – L gap is experienced upon TP 
exchange by S(CH2)5COOH. 
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4.2.3.2 Computed UV – Vis spectra of the [Au25(TP)x(4ATP)18 – x]–  Janus clusters 
 
Figure 18 shows the UV – vis absorption spectra of the Janus [Au25(TP)x(4ATP)18 – x]– clusters and figure 19 
shows the computed spectrum together with the vertical bars representing the transition energies whose 
heights correspond to the oscillator strength of the corresponding transition. 
 Figures 18 and 19 clearly shows that, for [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– and [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– no 
significant modification of the UV – Vis spectrum is experienced compared to both monoligand protected 
[Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]–. This is confirmed by table 12; the lowest energy band of 
[Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– and [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– is centered ~600 nm (2.06 eV) as for both monoligand 
protected clusters while a small blue shift can be seen for the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– cluster (see figure 18) 
which is centered ~552 nm (2.25 eV). By comparing the charge in table of the Au13 core we find that the 
charge of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– is the more negative (-0.38 |e|) among the rest of the TP/4ATP 
Janus (approximately -0.45 |e|) and also both monoligand protected [Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– (-0.40 
and -0.45 |e|, respectively). We find that the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters follow the trend 




Figure 18. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters together with 
the monoligand protected [Au25(4ATP)18]– and the [Au25(TP)18]– at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level.  
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Figure 19. Computed UV−vis absorption spectra of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters together with 
the monoligand protected [Au25(4ATP)18]– and the [Au25(TP)18]– at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP level. The height 
of the vertical bars give the oscillator strength of each transition and the spectra are obtained by convolution 
with Gaussian line shapes (σ = 0.085 eV). 
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Table 9. Label, cluster stoichiometry and characteristics of the first and second band of the Janus 




        Range (nm)       Character 
Second band 
  Range (nm)         Character 
a [Au25(TP)18]1– 582.73 – 646.20 H → L 402.55 – 464.71 H → L + 1 
b [Au25(4ATP)4(TP)14]– 585.41 – 650.20 H → L 401.88 – 466.58 H → L + 1 
c [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– 552.20 – 613.17 H → L 387.17 – 480.35 H → L + 1 
d [Au25(4ATP)13(TP)5]– 576.95 – 652.82 H → L 384.50 – 479.23 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
H → L + 3 
e [Au25(4ATP)18]1– 546.43 – 645.14 H → L 398.10 – 488.96 H → L + 1 
H → L + 2 
 
 
 Table 9 confirm that the same character analysis can be applied as in the monoligand and the 
previous Janus cluster. 
Figure 20 shows the molecular orbital diagram of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters. We 
can see that, by increasing the amount of 4ATP/TP ratio on the gold surface the degeneracy landscape 
resembles to the monoligated [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster. The trends also applies on the other sense. Figure 
21 confirms that the p – and d – SAMO shape is preserved in the mixed ligand shell protected anion Au25. 
 
Figure 20. Molecular orbital diagram of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters at the DFT/CAM – B3LYP 
level. The red bars are the p – SAMO three – fold quasi – degenerate HOMO (HOMO – 1, HOMO – 1 and 
HOMO – 2) and the blue bars stand for the 5 d – SAMO; the two degenerate LUMO and the 3 – fold quasi 
– degenerate LUMO + 1. 
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Figure 21. Schematic representation of the energy levels (with a degeneracy threshold of 0.13 eV) together 
with the isocontour of the corresponding orbitals (isovalue 0.02 Å−3) of the Janus [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– cluster 
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4.3 Conclusion  
 
We employed density functional theory to study the effect of different ligands on the geometric structure and 
optical properties of the thiolate – protected 25 – atom gold nanocluster in its anionic charge state. The two 
thiolate – ligand protected anion Au25 was also explored at different ligand ratios. 
Our study shows that the exchange of thiolate ligands as well the used a mixed ligand shell to 
protect the metal core does not induce a significant distortion on it which confirms the stability of the Au25 
structure. In the monoligand capped case, the molecular orbitals energies are highly affected by the 
exchange of thiolates however the general landscape is not modified. 
Our computations confirm that the Janus mixed ligand capped 25 – gold cluster preserves its 
electronic structure. It is possible to see that in both Janus set of clusters studied here 
([Au25(TP)16(S(CH2)xCOOH)18-x]– and [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18-x]–) the position of the lowest energy band does 
not vary linearly with the ligand ratio. No trends has been found either for the partial charge on the Au13 
core. However, the blue shift in the [Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9x]– and the fact that it shows the less negative Au13 
core partial charge show that the trend discussed in chapter III is valid. 
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It is well known that gold nanoclusters are not stable in their bare configuration while presenting size 
dependent properties. [1-3] Ligand protection is therefore required to preserve their structure and properties. 
Synthesis of gold nanocluster (GNC) is a very challenging task since their size, nuclearity, shape and 
stability are highly dependent on the reaction conditions and the ligand used to limit the core growth and to 
protect the metal core.[4-6] 
 Extensive work on the synthesis of ligand protected GNCs has been done in recent years yielding 
ultra-small stable particles characterized by defined stoichiometries and sizes. For instance, Jin et al. 
reported the synthesis of the Au25(GSH)18 (GSH being glutathione ligand) in organic solvent [7] as well as 
the large scale synthesis of Au38(GSH)24 cluster. [8] The [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ and the family of [Au13P8Cl4]+ 
clusters were also obtained by Konishi and co – workers (dppe being Ph2P−(CH2)2−PPh2 ligand). [9] 
Synthesis of other ligand protected GNCs with different nuclearities can be reproduced, for instance; 
Au55(PPh3)12Cl6,[10] Au102(SR)44,[11] Au144(SR)60,[12] (with SR representing a thiolate ligand). 
Due to their ultra – small size intermediate between nanoparticles and molecular organometallic 
species, complete GNCs characterization is very difficult to achieve. For instance, ligand organization on 
the metal surface which has a significant impact on the surface and optical properties of GNCs [9, 13-16] 
remains in most cases elusive. Fortunately, techniques such as electrospray ionization (ESI – MS), matrix 
– assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI – ToF) and ion mobility (IMS – MS) mass spectrometry, X – 
Ray diffraction, UV – Vis and FT – IR spectroscopy together with small – angle X – Ray scattering (SAXS) 
offer very good insights on the structure determination of metal clusters.[9, 16-27] 
It is the versatility of the gold nanocluster surface which motivates the study of the effect of the 
ligand shell on the structural and optical properties of the GNC structure. Not only the use of different ligands 
leads to a wide range of potential applications but also the combination of different ligands can be used to 
tune the surface and optical properties of GNCs. Moreover, as mentioned above, mixtures of different 
ligands protecting the metal surface can form different ligand domains (Janus, [28-31] stripe [32, 33] or 
pitchy/randomly organized) raising the possibility of further controlling the properties of the nanocluster by 
engineering the ligand shell. [34]  
 Even though the systems discussed here are typically described from the synthetic and 
characterization point of view as ultra – small, from a computational perspective they are huge systems to 
deal with. In the present work, I nonetheless show that experimental and computational methodologies can 




be used in a complementary way to shed light on the structure and to understand the relation between the 
structure and physicochemical properties of GNCs. 
Among the already mentioned GNCs, the [Au25(SR)18]– cluster (SR being a thiolate ligand) have 
been studied in great details. This cluster has been found to be stable [35, 36] with protocols of synthesis 
available for various thiolate ligands, [23, 36-41]. Many are well characterized [17, 27, 42-44] and display 
potential for applications. [35, 45-50] 
On the other hand, two different ligand – protected GNCs have been synthesized in recent years 
using ligand – exchange reaction.[18, 36, 51, 52] Experimental and computational work show that it is 
possible to modify the optical, [50] chemical reactivity, [53] and surface properties of gold clusters by 
substituting all or some of the ligands on the metal surface while keeping the cluster nuclearity. Bürgi et al. 
showed strong optical activity at very short ligand-exchange reaction times and also that the amount of 
ligands exchanged depends on the structure of the staple moiety in the Au38 and Au40 clusters. [18] Other 
studies show that the optical profile of GNC is highly dependent on the organization of the ligands on the 
metal surface and on the ratio between ligands (i.e. ligand A / ligand B) [9, 13, 54] Therefore understanding 
the mechanism of this process, the effect of the nature and organization of ligands, the core morphology 
and the interaction among ligands are essential for the rational design of materials and devices based on 
gold clusters. 
 In this chapter, we aim to synthesize the Au25 cluster using different ligands: 4 – aminothiophenol 
(4ATP), thiophenol (TP), 2 – naphthalenethiol (2NT), 1 – dodecanethiol (DDT), phenylethylthiol (PETH) and  
4 – mercaptobenzoic acid (4MA)using the technique developed by Demessence et al. [23]  as well as to 
perform the characterization of their structural and optical properties. 
As a first step, the single-ligand capped Au25 cluster synthesis was carried out by adapting the 
Demessence’s protocol to the 4ATP, TP, 2NT, DDT, PETH and 4MA ligands. In a second step, dual – ligand 
protected Au25 clusters were synthesized by combining 4ATP, TP and DDT and adding them simultaneously 
to the reaction solution. The three different combinations were investigated (4ATP/TP, TP/DDT and 
4ATP/DDT). ESI – MS evidences that, by adding 4ATP and TP to the reaction solution the Au25 nuclearity 
is preserved and we obtain a set of Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x clusters with different 4ATP/TP ratio. In the case 
of the other two combinations where DDT is involved, instable GNCs were obtained leading to aggregation 
and the formation of nanoparticles. 
 Finally, ESI-MS, IMS-MS, UV-Vis and FT-IR spectroscopy, TEM and SAXS techniques were used 








5.1 Synthesis and characterisation of the Au25(TP)18 and Au25(4ATP)18  nanoclusters 
 
5.1.1 Synthesis protocol of the Au25(TP)18 and Au25(4ATP)18  nanoclusters 
 
Demessence’s synthesis methodology [23] was used to obtain the Au25(4ATP)18 cluster and also adapted 
to other ligands shown in table 1. Gold (III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4 – 3H2O), a reducing agent (LiBH4) 
and tetrahydrofuran (THF) as solvent have been used in the synthesis process. 
All ligand protected cluster syntheses follow the same methodology pattern except in the thiophenol 
case where longer stirring time (24 hours) and solution A and C addition rates of 45 ml / h have been used. 
Figure 1 shows a scheme of the cluster synthesis and the quantity of every substance used in the process 
is reported in tale 1. The reaction was carried below room temperature. 
Among all single ligand protected cluster synthesized only three presented a black/brownish 
coloration (4ATP, TP and DDT protected clusters) which is an indication of GNC formation.[55] The others 
ligands did not lead to this trend. For the other ligands (4MA, 2NT, and PETH) nanoclusters were not 
obtained therefore, we are only going to describe the results for 4ATP, TP and DDT. 
The protocol used is the following: 
1. Preparation of solution A, B and C: 
 
 Solution A. 60 mg of lithium borohydride (LiBH4) are dissolved in 25 ml of 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and let under stirring for 30 min.  
 Solution B. In a 100 ml flask, the indicated ligand mass (in table 1) is dissolved in 20 ml of 
THF and let  under stirring at 500 rpm. Solution B (still under stirring) is put in an ice bath. 
Tempeture has to be below 25° C.  
 Solution C. The indicated mass of HAuCl4 – 3H2O is dissolved (in table 1) in 25 ml of THF. 
 
2. Reaction: 20 ml of solutions A and C, are added in solution B at a rate of 60 ml / h (45 ml / h only 
for TP) under stirring. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the syntesis procedure. After solutions A and C 
have been added, we let the reaction 5 hours under stirring at 500 rpm keeping the temperature 
below 25° C. (Only, in the TP coated cluster synthesis, the reaction was kept 24 h under stirring). 
A black / brownish solution will be produced. In the case of 4ATP a black precipitate is formed. 
3. Purification: the THF is eliminated under reduce pressure at 40 °C and 300 mbar. Next, the black 
solid is centrifugated 3 times and watched using ethanol at 8000 rpm for 15 min. Finally, the solid 
is dried with air. 





Figure 1. Scheme of the synthesis of ligated Au25 cluster. Rate of addition of solution A and C was 60 ml/ h 
except for TP for which a rate of 45 ml / h was used. Stirring rate was 500 rpm. Quantities of ligand, reductant 
agent and the HAuCl4– 3H2O are specified in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Substance used in the synthesis of the single ligated Au25, quantities in mmol and mg, structural 
formula of every ligand and the mass of solvent (THF) is shown. 
Substance Label Mass 





HAuCl4 – 3H2O – 0.53 260 – 25 
LiBH4 – 2.11 60 – 25 
 



























































Dodecanethiol DDT 2.11 419 
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Reduction of the Au(III) precursor was quite fast. The solution started to change color after 1 – 3 
min.[23] Due to the fast reduction rate, the nucleation process could not be monitored in real time. 
 
5.1.2 Characterization of the Au25(TP)18 and Au25(4ATP)18  nanoclusters 
 
Characterization of the clusters synthesized have been performed at the Laboratoire de la chimie de la 
matière condensée de Paris (LCMCP) at the UPMC except for the ESI – MS and the IMS – MS 
measurements which have been done at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany under the 
supervision of Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
5.1.2.1 FT – IR spectroscopy 
 
The infrared spectra were obtained on a Perkin Elmer spectrum 400 FT – IR / FT – NIR spectrometer with 
KBr pellets at room temperature in a transmittance range between 500 and 4000 cm –1. In figure 2 we 
present the FT – IR spectra of the single ligand coated clusters. FT – IR spectra confirm that all thiolate 
ligands are coordinated to the gold atoms by the disappearance of the S – H stretching band (2535 – 2564 
cm –1). [27] Figure 2a, 2b and 2c show the infrared spectra of the synthesized clusters protected only by 
4ATP, TP and DDT respectively. 
 Comparison of the spectra of the GNCs synthesized with those measured for the ligands (alone) 
allows us to identify and interpret the signals found. In figure 2a (gold clusters protected by 4ATP) we 
observe the characteristic signal of the N – H stretching at 3343.59 cm–1 indicating the presence of the 
NH2 group in the 4ATP absorbed on the gold surface. The presence of the C – C stretching at 1488.98 cm–
1 confirms the existence of benzene rings, as well as the C – H stretching of the aromatic ring at 2962.74 
cm–1. We can also observe at 1614.75 cm–1 the bending of the N – H bond proving again the presence of 
the NH2 and therefore the 4ATP coordinating the gold core. 
 Figure 2b shows the single TP protected cluster FT – IR spectrum. It is possible to see at 3051.53 
cm–1 the (sp2) C – H stretching mode, the double C – C bond stretching at 1576.26 cm –1 and 1472.60 
cm –1 which indicate the presence of benzene rings. 
 Finally, figure 2c shows the infrared spectrum of the gold clusters coordinated by DDT. At 2919.11 
cm–1 we have the characteristic C – H asymmetric stretching of an aliphatic organic chain. While at 
2848.69 cm–1 we can see the symmetric stretching of the same bonds. At 1468.15 cm–1 we have the 
signal of the C – H bending and finally we can observe the C – H rocking at 801.92 cm–1. 
   





Figure 2. FT – IR spectra of the single ligand protected gold clusters by 4ATP (a), TP (b) and DDT (c). The 
ligand used for cluster protection is indicated at the top right of every spectrum. 4ATP stands for 4 – 
aminothiophenol, TP for thiophenol and DDT for 1 – dodecanethiol. 
 
5.1.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy (MET) 
 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) characterisation was carried out using a FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit 
instrument operating on acceleration tension of 120 kV. The measurements were performed under the 
supervision of Dr. Patrick Legriel. TEM samples were prepared by dispersing the gold clusters in 
formaldehyde or tetrahydrofuran (THF) and then placing a drop of the suspension on a carbon coated Cu 
grid. After solvent evaporation the samples were ready. 




Figure 3 shows the TEM micrograph of the TP protected gold clusters synthesized by the 
Demessence’s method. We can see the formation of aggregates larger than 10 nm. Figure 3 (right) also 
shows the cluster size distribution. Particle diameter ranges from 0.63 to 4.91 nm, with an average diameter 




Figure 3. TEM images of TP gold clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster size 
distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 1.10 ± 0.51 nm. 480 clusters were taken into 
account to obtain the size distribution in THF. 
 
TEM images in figure 4 shows the formation of large aggregate for the 4ATP coated gold clusters 
(as for the TP protected ones). In the 4ATP protected cluster case, the average particle diameter is 1.23 ± 
0.20 nm. 1.08 nm and 2.35 nm have been found in computations at the DFT CAM – B3LYP level for the 
Au25 core and the cluster with ligands included, respectively. Again, the presence of these aggregates 
makes very challenging the performance of the statistics on the TEM micrographs. 
TEM images of the DDT protected cluster synthesized are shown in figure 5. The particle has an 
average value of 1.05 ± 0.68 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4. TEM image of 4ATP gold clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster size 
distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 1.23 ± 0.20 nm. Only 74 clusters were taken into 
account to obtain the size distribution due to the aggregates formed. 






Figure 5. TEM image of DDT gold clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster size 
distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 1.05 ± 0.68 nm. 1443 clusters were taken into 
account to obtain the size distribution. 
5.1.2.3 Small – angle X – ray scattering (SAXS) 
 
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) characterization was performed to study the size of the single-ligand 
capped clusters synthesized under the supervision of Dr. Mohamed Selmane at UPMC. The SAXS profiles 
of the sample powders were collected in transmission mode using a Rigaku S – Max 3000 diffractometer 
(0.45 kV; Cu−Kα radiation; λ = 1.54056 Å) with a 2D gas detector Gabriel type. Sample alignment and 
premeasurement scan were carried out before each SAXS measurement. The maximum time taken for 
each SAXS data acquisition was 60 min. The SAXSGUI software of Rigaku was used to solve the SAXS 
profiles. Data collected from SAXS measurements are summarized in table 2 and shown in figure 7. The 
distance measure by SAXS corresponds to that between the two central gold atoms as can be seen in figure 
6. It can be seen that different ligand protection leads to a different distances, as expected. 
 








Aun(TP)18 0.46 1.38 
Aun (4ATP)18 0.42 1.51 
Aun (DDT)n 0.37 1.70 
 
The obtained q vectors values are used to calculate the interparticle distance as shown in table 2. 
Crystallographic data reported a gold core diameter of 0.98 nm in the well – known Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 
cluster. [43] Our computations for the single ligand capped GNCs at the DFT level in the gas phase (in 
chapter IV, section 4.1) show in the case of Au25(4ATP)18 a core diameter of 1.08 nm, 1.06 nm for the 
Au25(SCH3)18 and 1.08 nm for the Au25(TP)18, Au25(SPhPh)18 and the Au25(SPhPhPh)18  clusters. Our 
computations show that the size of the cluster does not experiences a significant distortion when the ligand 




is replaced (as far as we used the already mentioned thiolates). Using the computational assumption to the 
SAXS measurements and then, taking the 0.98 nm found for the Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 cluster as a reference, 
it is possible to calculate the width of the ligand shell. We obtain a 0.53 nm ligand layer for the Au25(4ATP)18 
cluster, which is in good agreement with Demessence et al. [23] And 0.40 nm for the Au25(TP)18 cluster. As 
expected, the thickness of the ligand layer is larger in the Au25(4ATP)18 cluster which can be attributed to 
the presence of  the NH2 group in 4ATP. 
The DDT protected cluster was also explored by SAXS. Table 2 shows an interparticle distance of 
1.70 nm which leads to a 0.72 nm shell width between two GNCs. It is possible to see that SAXS shows 
good agreement between the size of the ligand and the interparticle distance. 
Our computations (in chapter IV, section 4.1) show that the total diameter for the Au25(TP)18 cluster 
(i.e. ligand layer included) is 2.16 nm which leads to a 0.54 nm TP layer. For the Au25(4ATP)18 a 2.35 nm 
total diameter is found which leads to a 0.64 nm 4ATP layer width. Demessence et al. suggest that ligands 
shell on GNCs can interpenetrate each other.[23] We have to recall the fact that our calculations are 
performed in the gas phase which could explain the differences in the calculated sizes and those measured 
by SAXS. 
 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the distance measure by the SAXS technique. 
 





Figure 7. SAXS profiles of the Au25(TP)18 (in red), Au25(4ATP)18  (green) and the Aun(4ATP)m  synthesized. 
SAXS measurements were performed in powder using a potential difference of 0.45 kV and an electrical 
current of 0.5 mA. Figure provided by Dr. Mohamed Selmane.  
 
The nuclearity of the Au25(TP)18 and the Au25(4ATP)18  was confirmed by ESI – MS measurements 
done by Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT), see next section. No specific stoichiometry was 
found for Aun(4ATP)m . 
5.1.2.4 Electrospray – Ionization (ESI – MS) and ion – mobility (IMS – MS) mass Spectrometry 
 
In this section we report the ESI and IMS mass spectra data for the two Au25(TP)18 and Au25(4ATP)18  
nanoclusters synthesized. The ESI – MS and the IMS – MS data and the arrival time distributions in negative 
mode were measured using a SYNAPT G2S – HDMS (Waters) mass spectrometer equipped with an 
electrospray ionization source. The gas used for ion separation was N2. The experiments were done at the 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany under the supervision of Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and Dr. J.-F 
Greisch (KIT). 
 The analysis on the mass spectrometry results have been carried out by Prof. B. Leyh (ULg) and 
Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). The computation of the TWIMS converted cross – section have been done by Dr. J.-
F Greisch (KIT) by using the Mobcal software. [56, 57] 
 Figure 8 shows the ESI – MS spectrum of the Au25(TP)18 cluster acquired in negative mode by 
dissolving the nanoclusters in dichloromethane (DCM) to a final concentration about 1mg/ml. The negative 
– ion mass spectrum of [Au25(TP)18]–  is dominated by 2 peaks, the first one near m/z = 6890. The splitting 
between the different isotopes verifies that the core charge state is 1–. A higher negative charge state has 




been found as well in figure 8. The [Au25(TP)18]2– cluster is found near m/z = 3444. The low mass peaks can 
be due to impurities in the sample. 
 
Figure 8. Negative – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster. The arrival time distribution is 
shown on the right as an inset. Clusters were analyzed in DCM. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
  
IMS – MS characterization technique was also used to analyze the clusters synthesized. IMS – MS 
measures the time it takes for an ion to travel to a pressurized cell under the influence of a weak electric 
field. The speed by which the ions traverse the drift region depends on their size since, shape, charge and 
m/z ratio. Large ions will experience a greater number of collisions with the background gas and thus travel 
more slowly though the IMS equipment than those ions having a smaller cross-section. Figure 8 also shows 
(as inset) the arrival time distribution. Here we can see a narrow, symmetric drift time distribution that 
evidences the presence of only one structure. This indicates that the clusters do not aggregate. 
Additionally, in figure 9 the survival yield fragmentation pattern for the Au25(TP)18 cluster is shown. 
It is possible to see that the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster begins to fragment at collision energies around 40 a.u. 
(where a.u. stands for arbitrary units) The survival yield fragmentation pattern is characterized by the loss 
of a Au4(TP)4 fragment which was observed in the MALDI – ToF – MS spectra and IMS-MS measurements 
of the Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 [17, 58]. 
 





Figure 9. Survival yield fragmentation pattern for the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster as a function of the collision 
energy in arbitrary units (a.u.). Clusters were analyzed in DCM. The inset at the left shows the masses of 
the different fragments. The purple curve stands for the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster (6890 Da) while the green curve 
(5665 Da) represents the Au21(TP)14 (i.e. Au25(TP)18 – Au21(TP)14). The maximum relative yield of the for the 
Au21(TP)14 clusters is found at a collision energy of 64 a.u. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
 
Figure 10 shows the ESI – MS spectrum of the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster acquired in negative mode 
by dissolving the nanoclusters in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to a final concentration about 1mg / ml. The 
negative – ion mass spectrum of [Au25(4ATP)18]– is dominated by 2 sets of peaks with high intensity, the 
first one near m/z = 7160 which corresponds to the [Au25(4ATP)18]– and its multicharged multimers (e.g. 
doubly charged dimer) and the second one (nature unknown) around m/z = 3600. The mass to charge 
interval between the different isotopic peaks confirm that the core charge state is 1– as shown in the inset 
in figure 10. Other low intensity charge states can also be observed in the ESI – MS spectrum of the 
[Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster. 
The survival yield fragmentation pattern for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster is shown in Figure 11. As in 
the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster, the loss of a Au4(4ATP)4 fragment is detected. By comparing the two survival yield 
fragmentation patterns (in figure 9 and 11), we can observe that, in both cases, around 64 a.u. the Au4L4 (L 
being TP or 4ATP) fragment is liberated indicating that the presence of an amine (NH2) group does not 
change significantly the stability of the metal core. 
Au21TP14 





Figure 10. Negative – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster. The inset shows the 
isotopomer splitting highlighting the presence of other charge states (other than one) in very low intensities. 
Clusters were analyzed in DMSO. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
 
However, by comparing both survival yield fragmentation patterns (figures 9 and 11) it is possible 
to notice that for the Au25(4ATP)18 cluster (figure 11) the relative yield starts to decrease around 20 a.u. 
together with an increase of the different fragments population. On the other side, figure 9 shows for the 
Au25(TP)18 cluster that the relative yield remains practically constant until we reach 40 a.u. of collision energy 
where the different population of different fragments start increasing. This indicates that, in the Au25(4ATP)18 
cluster solution less stable species with the same m/z are present. 
The arrival time distribution for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster is shown in figure 12. Unlike the 
[Au25(TP)18]– different signals can be seen. They correspond to different [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates. 
Notice that at relatively low collision energies (10 a.u.) several aggregates can be found, x ranging from 1 
to 6. And, when increasing the collision energy, the intensity of these big aggregates (x = 4, 5 and 6) 
decreases while that of the trimer, dimer and the cluster itself increase. 
 





Figure 11. Survival yield fragmentation pattern of the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster. Clusters were analyzed in 
DMSO. The legend reports the masses of the different fragments. The purple curve stands for the 
Au25(4ATP)18 cluster (7160 Da) while the green curve (5875 Da) represents the Au21(TP)14 (i.e. Au25(4ATP)18 
– Au4(TP)4). The maximum relative yield of the for the Au21(TP)14 clusters is found at 64 a.u. Figure provided 
by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
 
 
Figure 12. Separation according to cross section (and charge) of selected clusters for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– 
cluster. Arrival time profile for the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– cluster aggregates. Clusters were analyzed in DCM. 
Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
Au214ATP14 




 By performing IMS – MS measurements we can observe that the presence of the amine group has 
a significant impact on the interaction of the clusters in solution. The coalesced clusters ([Au25(4ATP)18]–) 
form aggregates. Unfortunately, detection of the GNCs protected by DDT was not achieved. 
Now that we know the [Au25(4ATP)18]– form aggregates, Traveling Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry 
(TW IMS)[59] can be very helpful to understand how these clusters pack in solution. For this purpose, the 
Mobcal [56, 57] software was used to compute He the cross section of the Au25(4ATP)18]–  cluster. Within 
the hard – sphere limit the cross – section of a particle colliding with a buffer gas can be defined as the area 




Figure 13. Computed IMB He cross – sections for the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates by Mobcal as a function 
of the number of units. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
 
Figure 13 shows some of the different packing configuration the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates can 
take. It also illustrates the relation between the different computed Helium cross – sections and the number 
of units forming the aggregate. 
The correlation between the measured drift time values and the collision cross-section is typically 
calculated by using a calibration curve generated from peptides or proteins with defined cross – sections as 
done by Lange and co – workers [61] based on the calibration performed by Smith et al. [62] Due to 
limitations in the number of reference systems available to us with cross-sections suitably covering the 




experimental range probed here, we used for the 4ATP the computed structure for the monomer and dimer 
to compute “reference” cross-sections using  the Mobcal software. [56, 57]  
Unlike IMS – MS, TWIMS uses a non-constant and non-uniform electric field. We therefore use 
























Here, 𝑧 is the ion charge, 𝑒 is the elementary charge (in C), 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 
represents the gas temperature, 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑛 are the ion and gas masses, respectively, 𝑃 stands for the gas 
pressure (in Torr), 𝑡𝐷 is the drift time of the ion and  𝑁 is the gas number density (in m–3). The correction for 
the electric field variation and a non – linear effect compensation are included in the A and B, respectively. 


























. Figure 14 plots the relation between the TWIMS converted cross – section (Ω′) and 
the number of units in the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates by using the relation deduced by Smith et al. [62]. 
 
Figure 14. Converted TWI – MS cross – section of the for the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates. Figure provided 
by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
(1) 
(2) 





 Figure 15 shows the TWIMS converted cross – section of the different Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates 
as a function of the drift time 𝑡𝐷 (see equation 2). Equation 2 can be used to obtain structural information 
about the aggregates. 
 
Figure 15. TWIMS converted cross – section of the [Au25(4ATP)18]xx– aggregates as a function of the drift 
time (𝑡𝐷). The black circles stand for the model and the lines represent the experimental results. Figure 
provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
  
 By measuring a series of drift times for our [Au25(4ATP)18]1– cluster and the [Au25(4ATP)18]22– dimers 
is possible to obtain two points in figure 15 (called reference 1 and 2) to calibrate equation 2 by obtaining A’ 
and B. Figure 15 shows for which values of B there is an overlap between the curve and TWIMS cross-
sections for all the aggregates. The determined values support the observation of compact aggregates. 
5.1.2.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)  
 
TGA analysis was carried out for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– clusters. TGA was performed in a S 
– MAX3000 Rigaku thermal analysis system on samples of 8.51 and 10.85 mg accurately weighed, dried 
clusters, under air. Temperatures were controlled from 30 to 1150 °C at 5 °C/min. Under thermal 
decomposition the clusters result in the formation of pure gold due to the loss of solvent and ligand protecting 
the core. 
TGA profiles of the [Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– clusters are given in figure 16. The inset upside 
at the right indicates the ligand used to protect the Au25 anion. Notice that this clusters are thermally stable 




since the volatilization of the organic layer begins around 200 °C. Also, we can see that the loss of the TP 
shell in [Au25(TP)18]– is well – defined. We have almost a vertical mass % decrease for [Au25(TP)18]– around 
200 °C while for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster the loss of the 18 4ATPs ligands begins at 200 °C and finished 
around 600 °C. This could be attributed to the presence of aggregates in the [Au25(4ATP)18]– solution (see 
section 4.1.2.4. on the ESI – MS and IMS – MS GNC characterization). 
 
  
Figure 16. TGA of the single thiolate - capped clusters in air: at the top, the Au25(4ATP)18 indicated with the 
NH2 group and at the bottom the Au25(TP)18 cluster (SPh). 
 
Additionally, table 3 shows the metal / ligand ration calculated based on the TGA data for the 








Table 3. Sample table, total mass of the sample, residual mass, mast loss and the metal – to – ligand 





Residual mass (Au) 
   (%)            (mg) 
Mass lost 
(%)            (mg) 
Metal / ligand  
Ratio 
[Au25(TP)18]- 8.51 66.62 5.67 27.41 2.33 2.43 
[Au25(4ATP)18]- 10.85 62.79 6.81 30.01 3.26 2.09 
The metal – to – ligand ratio is calculated as follow: residual mass (Au) / total ligand mass. 
  
 Here, we define the metal – to – ligand ratio as the residual mass (Au) divided by the total ligand 
mass. By talking as a reference 1 mol of [Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– clusters we can calculate the 
theoretical metal – to – ligand ratio in both cases. The theoretical metal – to – ligand ratio for the 
Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– clusters are 2.20 and 2.51, respectively. Table 3 shows that, based on the 
TGA profiles we obtain 2.09 and 2.43 experimental ratios for the Au25(4ATP)18]– and [Au25(TP)18]– clusters, 
respectively which are in good agreement with the theoretical ratios. 
5.1.2.6 UV – Vis spectroscopy 
 
UV – Vis spectra were measured in solution by using an Agilent Cary 5000 UV – Vis – NIR 
spectrophotometer. Figure 17 shows the optical profiles collected for the Au25(4ATP)18 (in green) and the 
Au25(TP)18 (in red) clusters measured in DMF (dimethylformamide) and DCM (dichloromethane), 
respectively. 
 
Figure 17. UV – vis spectra of the Au25(4ATP)18 (in green) and the Au25(TP)18 (in red) clusters measured in 
DMF and DCM, respectively. 
 





 Both UV – Vis spectra show the characteristic optical profile of a small cluster. This is confirmed by 
the absence of a surface plasmon resonance. The Au25(4ATP)18 UV – Vis spectrum shows the typical 
HOMO – LUMO transition band centered around 710 nm (1.75 eV) and an absorption peak at 470 nm (2.64 
eV) which is in very good agreement with Demessence [23]. Additionally, our computations show that the 
lowest energy band for the [Au25(4ATP)18]– ranges from 546.43 to 645.14 nm (1.92 to 2.67 eV), centered 
approximatively at 600 nm (2 eV) and the second one at ~415 nm (2.98 eV). Notice that for the 
[Au25(4ATP)18]– the computed spectrum is blue shifted by ~0.25 eV respect to the experimental one. 
Unfortunately, the Au25(TP)18 UV – Vis spectrum does not show the H – L band signal which can be 
attributed to the presence of impurities. A band can be localized at 430 nm (2.88 eV) and the last one ~370 
nm (3.35 eV). However, the Au25(TP)18 cluster has been previously synthesized and its UV – Vis spectrum 
is available. [63] The lowest energy band is found ~ 688 nm (1.8 eV) together a shoulder at 427 nm (2.9 
eV). Our computations show that, for the [Au25(TP)18]– the lowest energy band ranges from 582.73 to 646.20 
nm (1.92 to 2.13 eV) and from 402.55 to 464.71 nm (2.67 to 3.08 eV), centered at ~409 nm (3.03 eV) for 
the second one. 
5.2 The Au25(SR)18(SR’)18 – x cluster synthesis protocol by simultaneous ligand addition 
 
5.2.1 Synthesis protocol of the Au25(SR)18(SR’)18 – x nanoclusters 
 
Three different ligands (4ATP, DDT and TP) were used in order to obtain two different ligand protected 
clusters. The standard synthesis protocol [23] was modified by preparing a new B solution by mixing two 
different ligands at the ratio 1:1 in THF. The ligand quantities used are shown in table 4. The HAuCl4 – 3H2O 
and the solvent (THF) mass are the same as in the single ligand case. 
The protocol used is the following: 
1. Preparation of solution A, B and C: 
 
 Solution A. 60 mg of lithium borohydride (LiBH4) are dissolved in 25 ml of 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) and let under stirring for 30 min.  
 New solution B. In a 100 ml flask, both ligands are dissolved using the indicated ligand 
mass (in table 4) in 20 ml of THF and let under stirring at 500 rpm. Solution B (still under 
stirring) is cooled in an ice bath. Tempeture has to be under 25° C.  
 Solution C. the indicated mass (in table 1) is dissolved of HAuCl4 – 3H2O in 25 ml of THF. 
 




2. Reaction: 20 ml of both solutions, A and C, are added in solution B at a rate of 60 ml / h. After the 
mixture is let 24 hours under stirring at 500 rpm keeping the temperature under 25° C. A black / 
brownish solution should be produced.  
3. Purification: the THF is eliminated under reduce pressure at 40 °C and 300 mbar. Next, the black 
solid is centrifugated 3 times using ethanol at 8000 rpm for 15 min. Finally, the solid is dried with 
air. 
Table 4. Quantities of different substances used in the two ligand synthesis of protected gold clusters. The 




              A                             B 




(A) DDT + (B) 4ATP 1.06 209.5 0.53 64.1 20 
(A) DDT + (B) Thiophenol 1.06 209.5 1.06 113.5 20 
(A) 4ATP + (B) Thiophenol 0.53 64.1 1.06 113.5 20 
 
5.2.2 Characterization of the Au25(SR)18(SR’)18 – x clusters 
 
5.2.2.1 FT – IR spectroscopy 
 
The infrared spectra of the hypothetical Au25(SR)18(SR’)18 – x synthesized were obtained on a Perkin Elmer 
spectrum 400 FT – IR / FT – NIR spectrometer in powder at room temperature in a transmittance range 
between 500 and 4000 cm –1. 
 In the three different combinations, FT – IR spectra shows that both ligands are attached to the gold 
surface. FT – IR spectra confirm that all thiolate ligands are coordinated to the gold atoms through the S 
atom by the disappearance of the S – H stretching band (2535 – 2564 cm –1). [27] Comparison of the spectra 
of the ligand capped GNCs synthesized with those measured for the ligands (not shown here) allows us to 
identify and interpret the signals found. At the top of figure 18 (gold clusters protected by 4ATP) we observe 
the characteristic signal of the N – H stretching at 3343.59 cm–1 indicating the presence of the NH2 group 
in the product. The appearance of the C – C stretching at 1488.98 cm–1 confirms the existence of benzene 
rings, as well as the C – H stretching of the aromatic ring at 2962.74 cm–1. We can also observe at 1614.75 
cm–1 the bending of the N – H bond proving again the presence of the NH2 and therefore the 4ATP 
coordinating the gold core. At the bottom of figure 18 is the infrared spectrum of the gold clusters coordinated 
by DDT. At 2919.11 cm–1 we have the characteristic C – H asymmetric stretching of an aliphatic organic 
chain. While at 2848.69 cm–1 we can see the symmetric stretching of the same bonds. At 1468.15 cm–1 
we have the signal of the C – H bending and finally we can observe the C – H rocking at 801.92 cm–1. 
Infrared spectrum of the biligand (4ATP / DDT in figure 18b) protected gold cluster has been measured as 




well. Comparison of figure 18a and 18b shows that the peaks at 3343.59, 1614.75 and 804.28 cm–1 in the 
spectrum of 4ATP (figure 18a) have disappeared in the 4ATP + DDT spectrum indicating that no 4ATP has 
attached to the metallic core. This could suggests that the DDT has a larger binding strength that the 4ATP. 
 On the other hand, figure 19 shows the infrared spectra of the DDT protected clusters at the top 
(figure 19a), the TP coated GNCs (in figure 19c) and the two – ligand protected GNCs at the middle (figure 
19b). Figure 19c shows at 3051.53 cm–1 the (sp2) C – H stretching mode, the double C – C bond 
stretching at 1576.26 cm –1 and 1472.60 cm –1 indicate the presence of benzene rings. Also, we can see 
that there is no peak in the range 2535 – 2564 cm –1 confirming the disappearance of the S – H stretching 
suggesting that the ligands have attached to the metallic core through the S atom. Comparison of figures 
19 suggests again that DDT has larger binding strength than TP since there is no big difference between 
figure 19a and 19b. We can observe in figure 19b at 2919.38 cm–1 the characteristic C – H asymmetric 
stretching of an aliphatic organic chain. While at 2848.36 cm–1 we can see the symmetric stretching of same 
bonds. At 1467.95 cm–1 we have the signal of the C – H bending and finally we can observe the C – H 
rocking at 801.95 cm–1. A small signal at 1577.49 cm–1 appeared in figure 19b (DDT and TP coated GNCs) 
which is not in the DDT capped cluster spectrum (figure 19a). This new signal could be attributed to the 
double C – C bond stretching in the benzene ring (at 1576.26 cm–1; see the TP protected GNC spectrum 
in figure 19b). Figure 19b also shows at 3051.53 cm–1 the (sp2) C – H stretching mode which is not present 
in figure 19a (DDT capped GNCs). This suggests that a small quantity of thiophenol ligands have succeeded 
to attach the gold core. 
Finally, figure 20b shows a very weak absorption signal at 3382.5 cm–1 that can be associated to 
the N – H stretching vibration found in figure 18a at 3343.59 cm–1. In figure 20b, at 1602.29 cm–1 an 
absorption signal is found which can be attributed to the presence of a benzene ring as well the one found 
at 1489.34 cm–1. These two last peaks can also be seen slightly moved to smaller wavenumbers in figure 
20c (spectrum of TP). An interesting fact, comparing the three spectra in figure 20, is that the absorption 
due to the N – H bending (at 1614.75 cm–1) in figure 20a seems to appear also in figure 20b. Also, the 
absorption signal found at 1261.85 cm–1 in figure 20a and found as well in figure 20b at 1261.84 cm–1 could 
be attributed to the C – N stretch vibration. This could indicate the presence of the group NH2, and 
therefore the 4ATP ligand. However, also an absorption peak at 1260.24 cm–1 is detected in figure 20c. 
Figure 20b looks like a combination of both figures; 20a and 20c however, because of the similarities on the 
4ATP and TP ligand structures it is not very clear if the two ligands succeeded to attach to the metallic core. 
 





Figure 18. FT – IR spectra of the single ligand protected gold clusters by 4ATP (a) and DDT (c) and also 
the two different ligand capped clusters by 4ATP and DDT (b). The ligand used is indicated at the top right 
of every spectrum. 4ATP stands for 4 –aminothiophenol and DDT for 1 – dodecanethiol. 





Figure 19. FT – IR spectra of the single ligand protected gold clusters by DDT(a) and TP (c) and also the 
two different ligand capped clusters (in b). The ligand used is indicated at the top right of every spectrum. 
The dotted circle in (b) highlights the double C – C bond stretching at 1577.49 cm–1 and the (sp2) C – H 
stretching at 3051.53 cm–1 the of the benzene ring in TP. 





Figure 20. FT – IR spectra of the single ligand protected gold clusters by 4ATP (a) and TP (c) and also the 
two different ligand capped clusters in (c). The ligand used is indicated at the top right of every spectrum. 
4ATP stands for 4 –aminothiophenol and TP for thiophenol. 




5.2.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy (MET) 
 
It is possible to see in figures 21 to 23 that the two ligand protected cases, that the presence of the DDT 
does not prevents completely the formation of big aggregates (see section 4.1.2.2. TEM). 0.92 ± 0.10 nm, 
1.33 ± 0.37 nm and 1.33 ± 0.36 nm diameter average size is found for Auz(4ATP)x(DDT)y, Auz’(TP)x’(4ATP)y’ 
and Auz’’(TP)x’’(DDT)y’’, respectively. The addition of two different ligands in the synthesis process results in 
the change of particle size. That is the reason we used the subscripts “z”, “x” and “y” in the GNC 
stoichiometry. 
  
Figure 21. TEM image of Auz(4ATP)x(DDT)y clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster 
size distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 0.92 ± 0.10 nm. 6852 clusters were taken 
into account to obtain the size distribution. 
 
Figure 22. TEM image of Auz’(TP)x’(4ATP)y’ clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster 
size distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 1.33 ± 0.37 nm. 6852 clusters were taken 
into account to obtain the size distribution. 
  
Figure 23. TEM image of Auz’’(TP)x’’(DDT)y’’ clusters synthesized by the Demessence method. The cluster 
size distribution is shown at the right. The average diameter is 1.33 ± 0.36 nm. 5432 clusters were taken 
into account to obtain the size distribution. 




Given the ultra – small size of the nanoclusters synthesized and the TEM resolution, these results 
can only be used to show the presence of GNCs. ESI – MS and IMS – MS provide more accurate information 
about the nuclearity of the metal core and the ligand shell stoichiometry. 
In the next section (4.2.2.3 Electrospray – Ionization (ESI – MS) and ion – mobility (IMS – MS) mass 
Spectrometry) we confirm by ESI – MS the formation of Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x series of cluster. Unfortunately, 
no specific nuclearity was found for those GNC where DDT has been used as protecting ligand. 
5.2.2.3 Electrospray – Ionization (ESI – MS) and ion – mobility (IMS – MS) mass spectrometry 
 
Figure 24 shows the ESI – MS spectrum of the Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x series of cluster obtained by the 
simultaneous ligand addition protocol. The ESI – MS spectrum was acquired in negative mode by dissolving 
the nanoclusters in dichloromethane (DCM) to a final concentration of 1mg/ml. 
 
Figure 24. Positive – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– set of clusters. The arrival 
time distribution is shown at the right as an inset. Clusters were analyzed in DCM. Figure provided by Dr. 
J.-F Greisch (KIT). 
 The mass spectrum in figure 24 is dominated by two intense picks; the one around m/z = 3800 is 
attributed to the doubly charged species while the one around m/z = 7370 corresponds to monocharged 
clusters. Figure 25 shows the two peaks found in figure 24. It is possible to see (in the zoomed) peaks in 
figure 25 that they are composed of a series of signals. The isotopic patters are consistent a 25 – gold 
cluster confirming that the Au25 nuclearity is preserved even if two different ligands have been 
simultaneously added to the reaction solution. Unfortunately, no specific pattern has been found in the two 
cases where DDT has been added. Figure 25 shows a good agreement between the experimental and 
theoretical patters. 




 The composition of the ligand layer of these Au25 series of clusters has been determined.  Figures 
25 and 26 show the composition of the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– set of clusters for the monocharged and the 
dicharged state, respectively. 
 
Figure 25. Positive – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– set of clusters. Upside the 
dicharged and the monocharged mass spectra are shown while below the comparison between the 
experimental and the theoretical (in different colors) are presented. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F Greisch 
(KIT). 
 
 It is possible to see that the Au25 is now capped by both; the 4ATP and the TP ligands in different 
4ATP/TP ligand ratio. The ESI – MS spectra show that all the patterns are consistent with a Au25 core coated 
by 18 ligands. However, 21 ligands in total have been detected, suggesting that the 4ATP can form N = N 
interligand bridges between two 4ATP.[23, 64-68] However, further work has to be done in order to evidence 
the presence of the N = N bridges. The two hypothetical conformations of the interligand 4ATP bridges are 




shown in figure 28. Figure 26 and 27 show the proposed GNCs stoichiometries which match very well with 
the isotopic pattern found. 
 
 
Figure 26. Positive – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the monocharged [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– set of clusters. 
The composition of the ligand layer is shown for the different protected clusters obtained. A detailed 
description of the ligand interaction proposed by Dr. J.-F Greisch is shown in figure 28. Figure provided by 
Dr. J.-F Greisch (KIT). 





Figure 27. Positive – mode ESI – MS spectrum of the dicharged [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– set of clusters. The 
composition of the ligand layer is shown for the different protected clusters obtained. A detailed description 
of the ligand interaction proposed by Dr. J.-F Greisch is shown in figure 28. Figure provided by Dr. J.-F 
Greisch (KIT). 
 
Figure 28. The TP and the 4ATP ligands and the two different hypothetical conformations of the N = N 
interligand bridges can take. In the case of a bridging conformation of the dimer without gold at one end the 
sulfur is likely deprotonated. In purple we show the stoichiometry of the ligand/dimer as used in figure 26 
and 27. 




5.2.2.4 UV – Vis spectroscopy 
 
Figure 29 shows the UV – Vis spectrum of the Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x measured in DMF for the simultaneous 
4ATP and TP ligand addition GNC synthesis. 
 
Figure 29. UV – vis spectra of the Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x measured in DMF. 
 
UV – Vis spectrum in figure 29 confirms the presence of the Au25 metal core by the presence of a 
band at ~685 nm. Interestingly, the band found at 710 nm for the Au25(4ATP)18 (see figure 17) is shifted to 
higher energies. This effect has been found while comparing the [Au25(4ATP)18]– and the Janus 
[Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– cluster computed at the DFT level (see chapter IV, section 4.2.3 on the optical 
properties). The lowest energy band found in the computed UV – Vis spectrum for the Janus 
[Au25(4ATP)9(TP)9]– cluster ranges from 552.20 to 613.17 nm (2.02 to 2.25 eV), centered at ~ 552 nm (2.25 











The [Au25(4ATP)18]– and the [Au25(TP)18]– have been successfully detected by ESI – MS. IMS – MS 
measures the time taken for an ion to travel to a pressurized cell under the influence of a weak electric field. 
The speed by which the ions traverse the drift region depends on their size since, shape, charge and m/z 
ratio which allows us to separate them. IMS – MS for the [Au25(TP)18]– cluster shows a narrow, symmetric 
drift time distribution that evidences the presence of only one structure. However, several peaks can be 
seen in the [Au25(4ATP)18]– drift time distribution, showing the formation of aggregates in solution. IMS – MS 
could help to understand the formation of GNCs super lattices in solution.  
Comparison of both survival yield fragmentation patterns ([Au25(4ATP)18]– and the [Au25(TP)18]– 
clusters) indicates that in the [Au25(4ATP)18]– cluster fragmentation analysis less stable species are present. 
ESI – MS of the two ligand protected clusters synthesized by the simultaneous ligand addition 
protocol using 4ATP and TP evidences the presence of a set of [Au25(4ATP)x(TP)18 – x]– clusters with different 
4ATP/TP ligand ratio. The mass spectra show that all the pattern are consistent with a Au25 core coated by 
18 ligands. However, 21 ligands in total have been detected, suggesting that the 4ATP can form N = N 
interligand bridges between two NH2 groups. However, further work has to be done in order to evidence the 
presence of the hypothetical N = N bridges. Moreover, TWIMS evidences the formation of compact 
aggregates. 
Additionally, FT – IR spectroscopy confirm that all ligands are successfully attached to the metal 
surface by the characteristic normal mode signal in the spectra and the by the disappearance of the S – H 
stretching band (2535 – 2564 cm –1). [27] The results for the two different ligand protected clusters show 
the same trend. 
The TEM characterization turned to be very challenging since in most of the cases the obtained 
clusters form aggregates larger than 10 nm. 
Finally, our results show confirm that ESI and IMS mass spectrometry are highly informative 
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Chapter VI. Experimental and theoretical study of the reactivity of gold 




N – Heterocyclic carbenes (NHC) have received a lot of attention in recent years due to their wide range of 
applications in areas such as; catalysis, [1-3] light – emitting materials, [4, 5] and biology. [6, 7] Moreover, 
studies have shown that they also represent valid candidates for GNC passivation [8, 9] offering a new 
option on the gold cluster functionalization area.  
 Several studies on the synthesis of NHC protected gold nanoparticles (AuNP) point out that the 
size, shape and stability of the NHC capped AuNPs strongly depend on the morphology of the NHC ligand 
and the synthesis reaction conditions. [8, 10-12] For instance, Tilley and Vignolle [8] showed that different 
NHC with different N substituent lead to different gold nanoparticle size distribution. They found that, very 
small AuNPs are obtained – around 2 nm of diameter – when the bulky and rigid isopropyl substituent was 
bearing the N atoms while 6 – 7 nm AuNPs were found with a long alkyl chain. 
However, there is still a lot of work to do in order to understand the role of interligand interactions 
on the stability of NHC coated GNCs since they show poor stability in solution [10, 13] even though NHC 
show a stronger bond with gold than thiolates and phosphine ligands. [14, 15] This suggests that the Au – 
ligand bond strength it is not the only parameter to take into account on the GNC stability. Therefore, the 
investigation of the mechanisms of NHC – capped GNCs and AuNPs formation, the mode of NHC grafting 
on the gold nanosurface and the effect of the substituent exchange bearing the N atoms are of great interest 
in order to understand NHC reactivity on GNCs. 
 Here, we study the reactivity of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and GNCs towards benzimidazole – 2 
– ylidene ligands through a joint experimental – computational work. The experimental investigation was 
performed at the Institut Charles Gerhardt in the Université de Montpellier, France by Dr. M. Rodriguez 
Castillo, Dr. D. Laurencin, Dr. S. Clement, Dr. Y. Guari and Dr. S. Richeter together with a solid state DFT 
study considering a single NHCa (NHC bearing CH3 on the N atoms: 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – benzimidazolium, 
called here NHCa) absorbed on a planar Au(111) surface in order to simulate a large AuNP performed by 
Prof. Tielens at the Laboratory of Condensed Matter of Paris at the UPMC.  We carried out complementary 
computational modeling of the absorption of NHCa on GNCs using the quantum chemistry implementation 
of DFT. We chose the NHCa – Au38 set of complexes as a model. The computed binding energies are in 
agreement with DFT solid state computations where the carbene binds on a gold surface. We also computed 
the NMR spectra on Au38(NHCa)9 cluster which are in good agreement with the experimental ones. 




Experimental results show that different NHCs ligands with different groups bearing the N atoms 
exhibit similar reactivity. The exchange ligand reaction is followed by the erosion of the AuNP under the 
effect of the NHC and the formation of bis(NHC) gold complexes ([NHC – Au – NHC]+) was also 
demonstrated confirming the strong C – Au bond. [9]  
Our computational results show that, single NHCa ligand absorption on 12 different Au type atoms 
(classified by their natural charge) on the Au38 surface produces a significant distortion of the cluster 
backbone, of the natural charge distribution of the gold atoms and also of the electronic structure of the 
complex. In most of the cases, the presence of the NHCa ligand triggers a distortion of the 38 gold core by 
pulling the gold atoms. Also, we confirm that, the bonding of the NHCa on the Au38 is even stronger than 
that of thiolates and characterized by a charge transfer from the ligand shell to the metal core, as for 
phosphine ligands.  
Additionally, NMR spectra calculations were performed in order to interpret experimental data. First, 
the 13C NMR chemical shifts of the molecular complex [NHCa – Au – NHCa]+ were computed in a polarizable 
continuum model [16, 17] mimicking the effect of d6 – DMSO solvent. Additionally, computation of the 13C 
NMR spectrum was also performed on the NHCa – Au38 complex.  
Furthermore, in order to analyze the effect of the chemical environment on the NMR signal we 
added several NHCa ligands on the NHCa – Au38 leading to the (NHCa)2 – Au38 complex and the 
Au38(NHCa)9 cluster. Calculation of the 13C NMR spectrum of the bi – and fully – NHC coated clusters were 
also carried out. The computed 13C NMR signals were now split because the NHCa carbon atoms become 
nonequivalent at the gold surface due to the different chemical environment. Our results show a good 
agreement with the experimental 13C NMR spectra. 
Finally, by combining the experimental data and the computations a possible mechanism to explain 
the formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ complexes and the NHC – coated AuNPs is proposed. The computation 
of 13C NMR spectra turned to be particularly useful to understand how the NMR signals are altered upon 
ligation of the AuNP surface. 
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Chapter VII. Dynamics of phosphine and 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – 




Gold nanoclusters (GNC) have received a lot of attention in recent years due to the wide range of 
applications they offer. [1-11] Compared to their nanoparticles counterpart, GNCs have a well – defined 
stoichiometry of the metallic core and the ligand shell which makes the understanding of the relation 
between their structure and properties easier. Most of the metallic cores that appear in stoichiometric GNCs 
are not stable without capping by the ligand shell and ligand protection is required in order to preserve their 
structure and hence their properties. On the other hand, it is well known that the ligand layer modifies the 
structure of the bare cluster [12, 13] which leads to a modification of their chemical, surface and optical 
properties. [8, 14-16] Tuning the ligand capping can therefore be used as an advantage to control the 
properties of GNC’s. 
 Several ligands have been used over the years to passivate GNCs and nanoparticles, for instance; 
amines,[17] thioethers,[18] thiolates [19-23] and phosphines [14, 24-29] leading to a large range of clusters 
with different properties and nuclearities. The use of N – Heterocyclic carbenes as capping ligands recently 
received a lot of attention, since they – as phosphine ligands – are σ donor [30] but show a stronger metal 
– ligand bond, even stronger than thiolates. [31, 32] Moreover, it is possible to modify the organic group 
bearing the N atoms and also the heterocyclic backbone leading to the possibility of tuning the size, reactivity 
and steric and electronic properties of GNCs and gold nanocrystals. [33-35] However, the structural 
determination and ligand organization analysis of such materials turns out to be very complicated because 
of their small size and also, in the carbene case, because of the formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ and NHC 
– Au – Cl complexes [31, 33, 34] which makes the study of the grafting of NHCs on gold nanocluster surfaces 
very challenging (here NHC refers to 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – benzimidazolium ligand). Therefore 
computational chemistry can be used to provide insight and understand how the structure and optical 
properties are affected by the ligand layer. 
 In this chapter, we analyze three different protected gold clusters. Their structural, electronic and 
optical properties are studied using DFT at the CAM – B3LYP level. The Au13, the tetrahedral Au20 and the 
Au38 cores have been used as models since these clusters can be synthesized [25, 36-39] and the 
crystallographic data for the first and the last one are available. [26, 40-42] Even though no crystallographic 
structure for the tetrahedral Au20 is available, its structure has been well – characterized by high angle 
annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) as reported by Palmer et 
al. [43] 
We start the chapter by comparing the structural and optical properties of four different icosahedral 
ligand protected Au13 clusters. Among them, two were already studied in chapter III and reference [11]: the 




icosahedral Au13 protected by the C2 – bridged diphosphine ligand (Ph2P−(CH2)2−PPh2 known as dppe) that 
yields the cluster [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ (already synthesized [26]), and the one protected by the P(Ph2)CH3 ligand 
which leads to the [Au13(P(Ph2)CH3)8Cl4]+ cluster. Two others Au13 clusters are proposed in this work and 
their properties investigated. They result from substituting the phosphines by the benzimidazole – 2 – 
ylidene (C7N2H4 – (CH3)2), ligand as shown in figure 1e) in the phosphine protected Au13 clusters. 
We also chose to investigate the properties of the tetrahedral Au20 cluster. Previous studies showed 
that Au20 clusters exhibit promising structural features and properties and high stability. [36, 43-45] The 
tetrahedral Au20 presents an atomic packing very similar to gold in bulk but since it belongs to the ultrasmall 
cluster class it shows different properties.[45, 46] Because all its atoms are actually on the surface, the Td 
Au20 cluster shows high surface area and low coordinated atoms at the corners, which could be used for 
catalytic applications. It has been shown computationally that Au20 shows highly sensitive properties on 
composition, that is to say, only one atom dopant, for instance Au19Ag, it is enough to modify its electronic 
structure and hence its properties which opens the possibility of tuning them [2, 47]. For instance, E.S. 
Kryachko and F. Remacle confirmed computationally that the void Au20 clusters are good candidates to host 
a metal atom in the hollow cavity. [48] Also, DFT studies suggest that Au20 could be used as catalyst, for 
instance, for CO oxidation [2, 3] or pollutants treatment.[47] This cluster has been synthesized [36] and well 
characterized experimentally; [43, 49] – showing its tetrahedral characteristic shape – and also theoretically. 
[2, 44, 45, 48, 50-53]. 
 On the other hand, the understanding of how ligands organize on the nanocluster surface is also a 
key ingredient for the tuning of their properties. Therefore the synthesized and well-characterized Au38 is 
also investigated in this work. This cluster shows a larger surface area and it is not as symmetric as the 
other two. It is an ideal candidate to perform a phosphine size reactivity study on its surface and to have an 
insight on the prediction of at which site a ligand is going to preferentially interact.  We chose to use a model 
for the phosphine ligand (PPh3; triphenylphosphine), which is commonly used in gold cluster synthesis [54-
56] for our studies of site reactivity. We replaced the phenyl groups by hydrogens in the triphenylphosphine 
in order to save computational cost as done in previous computational studies [12, 27, 28, 57-62]. Our 
results on the site reactivity of PH3 are compared to those we get with the carbene NHC ligand which are 
discussed in chapter VI and in reference [34]. 
7.2 Structure and natural charge distribution 
 
The equilibrium geometries of the bare Au135+, [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ and the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ clusters are shown 
in figure 1, the Au20(PH3)8 and the NHC protected analogue in figure 2. The equilibrium geometry of the 
Au38(PH3)9 cluster is plotted in figure 3 and the one of the Au38(NHC)9 cluster is given in figure 7d in the 
publication in chapter VI (reference [34] in this chapter). 
By comparing the four Au13 structures (the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ and [Au13(P(Ph2)CH3)8Cl4]+ from ref [11] 
and the two NHC protected analogues shown in figure 1), we find that substitution of phosphine ligands by 




NHC leads to a slight expansion of the Au13 core. Distances from the Au central atom to those forming the 
icosahedron range from 2.78 to 2.87 Å for the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+, from 2.81 to 2.89 Å for 
[Au13(P(Ph2)CH3)8Cl4]+, from 2.88 to 2.93 Å for [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ and from 2.90 to 2.95 Å for the 
[Au13NHC8Cl4]+ cluster. We find that the NHC pulls the gold atom out of the cluster as found in our previous 
computational work on the Au38 – NHC complex. [34]  
We found that the metal core in [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ belongs to S10 whereas the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ 
preserves Ih symmetry within 0.3 Å of tolerance in the atomic positions. No significant deformation (other 
than the dilatation) is caused by the NHC ligands compared to their phosphine (dppe and P(Ph2)CH3) 
protected analogues. It is possible to see that, chloride atoms (in green in figure 1) are placed as far away 
as possible from the metal core. This arises by the steric rigidity of the NHC ligand layer which is similar to 
that of  the dppe and P(Ph2)CH3 ligands in protected 13 – gold clusters studied  in reference [11]. 
For both the geometries of the  ligand coated Au20 clusters shown in figure 2,  the metal core keeps 
its tetrahedral shape after PH3 substitution by NHC, Au – Au distances range from 2.66 to 8.59 Å and from 
2.65 to 9 Å for the Au20(PH3)8 and Au20NHC8, respectively. This confirms the high stability of the tetrahedral 
Au20 bare cluster. [2, 36, 45] However, by comparing the six equivalent edges between the NHC and the 
PH3 capped Au20 in figure 2c, we find that the difference in length ranges from 0.01 to 0.68 Å. In the most 
distorted cases, two of the edges contract from 8.48 Å to 7.99 Å and from 8.37 to 7.69 Å and one expands 
from 8.15 to 8.48 Å when PH3 is substituted by NHC. 
 
 
Figure 1. Equilibrium geometry of the bare Au135+ cluster (panel a)), of  [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ (panel b))and an 
upper view in panel c). Panel d) shows the carbene ligand used in this study. Panel e) the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ 
cluster and its upper view in panel f). Equilibrium geometries were calculated in the gas phase using DFT 
at the CAM-B3LYP level. The LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set were used for Au atoms and the 6 




– 31G(d) basis set for the atoms of the ligand layer. Yellow atoms stand for Au, green spheres Cl, blue 
junctions represent N, gray C and H is shown in white. 
 
 
Figure 2. Equilibrium geometry of (a) the Au20(PH3)8, b) the Au20NHC8 clusters and c) schematic comparison 
of the Au20 edges lengths in Å. Calculations have been performed in the gas phase using DFT at the CAM-
B3LYP level. The LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set were used for Au atoms and the 6 – 31G(d) 
basis set for the atoms of the ligand layer. Yellow atoms stand for Au, blue represents N, gray C and H 
atoms are shown in white. 
 
 
The analysis of the Au38 core structure shows the same pattern as found for the Au13 and the Au20 
cores. Au – Au distances in the Au38NHC9 range from 2.67 to 12.27 Å [34] which indicates a dilatation of 
the metal core – compared to PH3 (2.72 – 11.98 Å)  and compared to the bare Au38 (2.79 to 11.96 Å). 





Figure 3. Equilibrium geometry of the phosphine – coated Au38 cluster studied. Au atoms are in yellow, S is 
represented by blue junctions, C in grey, P in purple, N in blue spheres and H in white. Calculations have 
been performed in the gas phase at the DFT CAM – B3LYP LANL2MB / 6 – 31G (d) level. The Au38NHC9 
can be seen in reference [34]. 
 
Table 1 shows a comparison of the different parameters evaluated in the gold core structure. It can 
be seen that in all clusters, the Au – C bond length (for Au – NHC) is shorter than the Au – P in the phosphine 








Table 1. Cluster stoichiometry, the length of the Au – L bond of phosphine and carbene passivated clusters 
and total partial charge on the ligand shell (phosphine or NHC; labeled NBO ligand shell) and on the metal 
core (NBO Aun, n = 13, 20 or 38). Calculations have been performed in the gas phase at the DFT CAM – 
B3LYP LANL2MB / 6 – 31G (d) level of theory. The number in brackets is the natural charge per ligand. 
Cluster 
Stoichiometry 









[Au13(dppe5)10Cl2]3+ 2.37 4.39 -0.34 
[Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ 2.08 3.98 (0.39) 0.10 
[Au13(P(PH2)CH3)8Cl4]+ 2.35 – 2.38 3.40 (0.43) -0.10 
[Au 13NHC8Cl4]+ 2.07 – 2.08 2.98 (0.37) 0.28 
Au20(PH3)8 2.37 – 2.46 1.71 (0.21) -1.71 
Au 20NHC8 2.06 – 2.12 2.30 (0.29) -2.30 
Au38(PH3)9 2.41 – 2.43 1.74 (0.19) -1.74 
Au 38NHC9 2.10 – 2.11 2.57 (0.29) -2.57 
 
   
In table 1 we report the total partial charge on the ligand layer (labeled as NBO ligand shell) and on 
the metal core. The positive partial charge on the ligand shell, in all the gold clusters studied, shows that 
both ligands have an electron – donor character, which was expected. However, table 1 shows that for the 
[Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ and the [Au13NHC8Cl4] + a positive metal core is found. This could be explained by the fact 
that, in this case, NHC shows a weaker electron – donor character compared to the dppe and the P(Ph2)CH3 
ligand. 
The opposite effect takes place for the two neutral clusters cases. Compared to PH3, NHC shows 
a stronger electron – donor character in the Au38 and Au20 clusters (see table 1). In both clusters, partial 
charges of 0.29 |e|/NHC and approximately 0.20 |e|/PH3 are found for the Au38 and Au20 clusters, 
respectively. However, we have to recall that the presence of the phenyl group and, more important, the 
charge state (+3 and +1 in the Au13) have a significant impact on the charge redistribution between the 
ligand shell and the metal core, its structure and also on its optical profile. [11] For these reasons and the 
presence of the chloride, the properties of  the positively charged  Au13 are different from the neutral Au20 
and Au38 ones. 
 
 




7.3 Optical properties 
 
We report in this section the effect of substitution of phosphines by NHC’s on the lowest electronic transition 
of the three model clusters, with Au13, Au20 and Au38 cores. 
The electronic structure of the two NHC capped Au13 clusters maintain significant similarities to the 
superatomic molecular orbitals (SAMO) as in the icosahedral Au135+ (see figure 4 and 6). [28] Thus, the two 
clusters; [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ and the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ can be described as superatomic units with a 8 – electron 
S2P6 closed electronic shell. However, the modification of the Au13 structure due to the substitution of dppe 
by NHC leads to a splitting of the five virtual d – SAMO’s (shown in figure 4) and hence the UV – Vis 
spectrum is also modified. We recall that after phosphine exchange by NHC, the Au13 core undergoes a 
dilatation and it is known that the superatomic d orbitals splitting is very sensitive on the Au – Au distance. 
[63] 
The DOS of the two NHC capped clusters shows that the three quasi – degenerate highest occupied 
molecular orbitals (HOMO, HOMO − 1, and HOMO – 2, see figure 4 and 6) and the virtual orbitals are mainly 
composed of s and p atomic orbitals highly localized on the gold core (larger than 70 % in both clusters) 
while the d band lies lower in energy. 
The computed UV – Vis spectrum of the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ cluster is shown in figure 5 (together with 
that of the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+). Reference [11] shows that for the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ cluster the bands at 
wavelengths >350 nm originate from transitions from threefold – quasi degenerate HOMO (HOMO, HOMO 
– 1 and HOMO – 2) to the five LUMO to LUMO + 5 SAMOs. The first band in the UV – Vis spectrum of the 
[Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ cluster found around 460 nm (see figure 5) involves transitions from the HOMO and HOMO 
– 1 to the 2 – fold quasi degenerate LUMO while the second band centered at 370 nm involves the HOMO 
– 2 to (again) the LUMO. Three bands can be detected in the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ spectrum in the visible 
region. The three of them, as in the dppe protected cluster, originate from excitations involving transition 
from the quasidegenerate p – SAMO (HOMO to HOMO – 2) to the d – SAMO set (LUMO, LUMO + 1 and 
LUMO + 2, see figure 4). The lowest optical band, found from 448.49 to 459.23 nm, with a small oscillator 
strength is due to excitations involving transitions from the HOMO to the LUMO. The second one is centered 
at 411 nm and corresponds mainly to a 2 – fold quasi degenerate HOMO – 1 to LUMO + 1 set of orbitals. 
The third band is found around 358 nm and originates from excitation involving mainly HOMO to LUMO + 2 
transitions. 
In both cases, the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ and of the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ clusters, the bands originate from 
excitations of molecular orbitals of the same nature: from the 3 – fold quasi degenerate HOMO to HOMO – 
2 to the LUMO to LUMO + 5 set. 
 






Figure 4. MO diagram of the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ cluster. Isocontours of the frontier molecular orbitals are 
shown as well as the orbital energy in eV. The degeneracy threshold is 0.13 eV and the isovalue is 0.02 Å–
3. The CAM – B3LYP functional was used together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au 
and the 6 – 31G(d) basis set for the ligand layer. 
 
Figure 5. Computed UV − Vis absorption spectra of the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ (taken from ref. [11]) and 
[Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ clusters. The spectra are computed at the TD – DFT level at the equilibrium geometry of 
the ground state. The CAM – B3LYP functional was used together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and 
basis set for Au and the 6 – 31G(d) basis set for the ligand layer. 
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On the other hand, it is possible to see in figure 6 ([Au13NHC8Cl4]+) that after modification of the 
NHC/Cl ratio the 3 – fold quasi degenerate HOMO (HOMO, HOMO – 1 and HOMO – 2) and the 5 molecular 
orbital set LUMO, LUMO + 1, LUMO + 2 and LUMO + 3 maintain a resemblance with the superatomic orbital 
of the bare Au13+5. [28] 
Figure 7 shows the UV – Vis spectrum of the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ cluster together with the P(Ph2)CH3 
analogue. The two optical profiles look much closer to each other. 3 bands can be detected in figure 7 in 
both spectra in the Vis region. Again, these bands (in both clusters) originate from excitations involving 
transitions from the 3 – fold quasi degenerate HOMO to the d – SAMO set (composed of LUMO, LUMO + 
1 and the LUMO + 2, see figure 6). The lowest energy band in the UV – Vis of the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ cluster 
ranges from 465.40 to 491.30 nm and can be attributed mostly to HOMO – LUMO transitions. Contribution 
to HOMO and LUMO superatomic orbitals comes mostly from the Au13 core (larger than 70 %). The second 
band (with very small oscillator strength) ranges from 390.57 to 421.54 nm and is composed from excitations 
involving mainly HOMO – 1 to LUMO + 1 excitations. Finally, the third one ranges from 353.18 to 375.38 
nm and it arises principally from excitations involving HOMO and HOMO – 1 to LUMO + 2 transitions. 
By comparing both UV – Vis spectra of the NHC protected clusters, it is possible to see that even 
though the two Au13 have very similar equilibrium geometries, their UV – Vis spectra are quite different 
(compare figure 5 and 7, red curves). Hence, our study confirms that the UV – Vis spectra is dependent on 
the NHC/Cl ratio as observed by Konishi et al. in ref [25] for phosphine ligand protected Au13 clusters 
suggesting that the ligand – to – metal charge transfer is an important parameter in the electronic transitions 
in these clusters. 
As mentioned in reference [11] in chapter III, the core in the [Au13dppe5Cl2]3+ preserves Ih symmetry 
while in [Au13(P(Ph2)CH3)8Cl4]3+ cluster belongs to S10 within 0.3 Å of tolerance in the atomic positions 
whereas for the NHC coated analogues; the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ belongs to C5 and [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ to C1 (within 
the same tolerance threshold). It is clear that the NHC ligand induces a more significant distortion on the 
metal core than phosphines. As a consequence, we obtain completely different degeneracy schemes of the 
molecular orbitals of the NHC protected Au13 compared to those of the phosphine analogues. This is 
reflected on the computed H – L gaps values and optical absorption profiles. The opening of the HOMO – 
LUMO (H – L) gap going from [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ to [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ is the opposite to what it is found for the 
phosphine ligated analogues where this broadening of the H – L gap is correlated with an increase on the 
positive partial charge in the Au13 core. We report a H – L gap of 4.95 eV and 4.73 eV for [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ 
(with a partial charge of 0.10 |e| on the Au13) and [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ (with a partial charge of 0.28 |e| on the 
Au13), respectively. 
By comparing both NHC coated cationic Au13 clusters in figure 8, we realize that they do not follow 
the trend “the more negative the metal core, the more the UV – Vis spectrum is red shifted” found for the 




set of clusters [Au25(SR)18]q (with q = – 1, +1 and R being CH3 or the phenyl group) reported in chapter III. 
[11] This can be attributed to the higher distortion to the Au13 by the NHC leading to a completely different 
MO landscape. We recall that for the NHC, the opening of the gap is correlated to a decrease of positive 
charge on the metal core. Therefore, the NHC capped cationic Au13 clusters are not expected to follow the 
trend discussed in chapter III, reference [11]. The lowest energy transition in the [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ spectrum 
is shifted by 0.18 eV to higher energies compared to [Au13NHC8Cl4]+. Thus, the H – L gap opening correlates 
well with the blue shift in the UV – Vis spectra when going from [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ to [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+. 
In both NHC coated cationic Au13 clusters, the third band is centered at ~360 nm. This band, as 
mentioned above originates from excitations involving transitions from the 3 – fold quasi degenerate p – 
SAMO to the LUMO + 2 orbital. It is possible to see in figure 4 and 6 that the separation between those 
orbitals is very small in both cases (~5.59 eV and ~5.65 eV for [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ and [Au13NHC8Cl4]+, 
respectively). 
Next, we show in figure 9 the UV – Vis spectra for the two capped Au20. The analysis of Au20 metal 
core structures for both type of ligands showed that due to the high stability of the Au20 core, both clusters 
have very similar equilibrium geometries. It is well known that the optical properties are highly dependent 














Figure 6. MO diagram of the [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ cluster. Isocontours of the frontier molecular orbitals are shown 
as well as the orbital energy in eV. The degeneracy threshold is 0.13 eV and the isovalue 0.02 Å–3. The 
CAM – B3LYP functional was used together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au and 
the 6 – 31G(d) basis set for the ligand layer. 
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Figure 7. Computed UV − Vis absorption spectra of the [Au13(P(Ph2)CH3)8Cl4]3+ (taken from ref. [11]) and 
[Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ clusters. The electronic excited states are computed at the TD-DFT level. The CAM – 
B3LYP functional was used together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au and the 6 – 
31G(d) basis set for the ligand layer. 
 





Figure 8. Computed UV − Vis absorption spectra of the [Au13NHC8Cl4]3+ (and [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+ clusters. 
The electronic excited states are computed at the TD-DFT level. The CAM – B3LYP functional was used 
together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au and the 6 – 31G(d) basis set for the ligand 
layer. 
 
In the two Au20 clusters, the lowest transition is mainly due to an HOMO − LUMO excitation with sp 
→ sp character. The lowest excitation energies are found at 1.96 and 1.62 eV for the Au20(PH3)8 and the 
Au20NHC8 cluster, respectively. The latter has the more negatively charged metal core (– 2.30 |e|, see table 
1). Interestingly, we show in Figure 9 that the UV – Vis spectrum is qualitatively and globally shifted to the 




red as the metallic core is becoming more negatively charged. Therefore, this system follows the trend “the 
more negative the metal core, the more the UV – Vis spectrum is red shifted”. [11] 
The last example discussed here is the Au38 cluster. Structures compared in the previous sections 
lead to the conclusion that NHC produces a dilatation of the metallic core by pulling the Au atoms. Exchange 
of PH3 with NHC results in a different equilibrium geometry for the Au38 core. Table 1 reports the global 
natural charge on the metal core; – 2.57 |e| and -1.74 |e| was found for the Au38NHC9 [34] and Au38(PH3)9 
clusters, respectively and their UV – Vis spectra are shown in figure 10 for comparison. The electronic 
transitions present very small oscillator strengths. In both cases, the lowest transition is mainly composed 
by HOMO – LUMO excitations with sp → sp character. Again, it is possible to see that, even though both 
Au38 cores do not have the same structure, the UV – Vis spectra of the Au38NHC9 is overall red shifted as 
the charge on the metal core becomes more negative compared to the one of the Au38(PH3)9. 
 
 
Figure 9. Computed UV − Vis absorption spectra of the Au20NHC8 and Au20(PH3)8 clusters. The excited 
electronic states are computed at the TD – DFT level. The CAM – B3LYP functional was used together with 
the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au and the 6 – 31G(d) basis set for the ligand layer. 
 





Figure 10. Comparison of the computed optical spectra between the phosphine and the NHC protected 
Au38 clusters. The excited electronic states are computed at the TD – DFT level. The CAM – B3LYP 
functional was used together with the LANL2MB pseudopotential and basis set for Au and the 6 – 31G(d) 
basis set for the ligand layer. 
 
7.4 Site reactivity of the PH3 on the Au38 cluster surface. Comparison with NHC 
 
Previous computational studies have shown that the organization of the ligands on the metal surface of the 
nanocluster is an important parameter that governs the electron localization in the metal core.[11, 12, 65] 
In view of the trends discussed in the previous sections, the organization of the ligand shell can be used at 
advantage to tune the optical properties of such systems. [11] Therefore, it is highly important to understand 
the mode of grafting of ligands on the gold nanocluster. In reference [34] we performed a study of the 
absorption of a single NHC on different type of atoms on the Au38 surface. We took the Au38(SCH2CH2Ph)24 
as a starting geometry for our calculations. [40] By optimizing the bare Au38 core we find that the 38 gold 
atoms are arranged as follows: 2 central atoms surrounded by 21 gold atoms forming a ellipsoidal backbone 
and finally, the 15 gold atoms remaining are located on some of the triangular faces of the Au21 ellipsoid (for 
further details consult [34] in chapter VI). The distribution of the computed partial charges in the Au38 
equilibrium geometry follows the C3 symmetry so that one can group the partial charges on gold atoms on 
the surface according to the C3 symmetry operation. 12 different groups of charged gold atoms have been 




found. One atom out of each of these 12 different partial charged groups was taken to interact with a single 
NHC ligand. 
 
Figure 11. Equilibrium geometries of the different Au38 – PH3 complex configurations studied. Au atoms are 
in yellow, P in purple and H in white. Calculations have been performed in the gas phase at the DFT CAM 
– B3LYP LANL2MB / 6 – 31G (d) level. Unfortunately, no equilibrium structure was found for configurations 
6, 10 and 11. 
 
Here, we performed the same analysis as in reference [34] but using the PH3 as a model for PPh3 
to save computational cost. The equilibrium geometries at the DFT level in the gas phase are shown in 
figure 11 while the parameters describing the binding are given by table 2. 
It can be seen in table 6 that the PH3 ligand weakly interacts with the metallic surface and figure 11 
shows that it tends to take an “on top” position when physisorbed. [12] The computed binding energies 
ranges from 0.00 to – 0.47 eV. Table 6 shows that, in all the configurations, after absorption of the PH3, 
charge redistribution between the Au38 and the ligand leads to a negatively charged gold core. [12, 13] 
Notice that the partial charge on the metal core is not the same for all cases, it varies depending on the 
ligand absorption site, however no special relation has been found between the charge on the metallic core 
in the complex and any other parameter as coordination number (C.N) or the binding energy (B.E.), for 
instance. The partial charge on the Au38 ranges from – 0.20 |e| to – 0.35 |e|. 
 




Table 2. Complex label, relative free energy (ΔG), binding energy (B.E.), HOMO – LUMO (H – L) gap, the 
natural charge of the Au atom bound to the phosphine ligand in the bare cluster (NBO Au – PH3), the natural 
charge of the metallic core in the complex (NBO Au38), P – Au bond length (P – Au length) and coordination 
number (C.N). Results for configurations 6, 10 and 11 are not shown since unfortunately we did not find any 
equilibrium geometry in these cases. Calculations have been performed in the gas phase at the DFT CAM 





















8 0.00 -0.47 2.85 0.29 -0.29 2.39 3 
2 0.00 -0.46 2.67 0.22 -0.32 2.38 4 
12 0.04 -0.42 2.80 0.23 -0.24 2.40 3 
3 0.14 -0.33 2.85 0.20 -0.26 2.40 3 
9 0.15 -0.32 2.44 -0.28 -0.28 2.39 4 
1 0.24 -0.23 3.04 -0.17 -0.29 2.38 7 
5 0.41 -0.06 2.78 -0.12 -0.20 2.41 8 
7 0.45 -0.02 2.85 -0.11 -0.29 2.40 9 
4 0.47 0.00 2.68 -0.11 -0.35 2.44 8 
6 - - - -0.22 - - 8 
10 - - - -0.14 - - 8 
11 - - - -0.15 - - 8 
 
*B.E. represents the binding energy of the Au38 – NHC system. It is calculated as:  where the n is the number of ligands (in this case 
n = 1). 
* C.N. is the coordination number of the gold atom in its bare configuration that interacts with the ligand. 
 
Table 2 also shows that the Au – P bond length ranges from 2.44 Å to 2.48 Å, which is in a good 
agreement with previous calculations.[12] It can be seen that the binding strength increases as the partial 
charge of the gold atoms in the bare cluster becomes more positive and the coordination number decreases, 
which makes sense regarding the electron donor character of the PH3 ligand. HOMO – LUMO (H – L) gap 
ranges from 2.44 to 3.04 eV. Again, no special relation has been found between the H – L gap and any 
other parameter. 
The structural analysis of the different PH3 – Au38 complexes show that the binding of a single 
phosphine does not induce a strong distortion. This can be seen in Figure 12 where we show the histogram 
of Au – Au distances between the 38 gold atoms (that is to say, all possible distances between all pairs of 




atoms in the metal core). Note that, by comparing Figure 12 “Bare” (on top) with the other figures, the binding 
of a single phosphine does not induce a strong distortion of the metal core since the histograms are very 
similar. We can observe 3 different distance groups. The first group in figure 12 represents the distances 
between the atoms directly connected. The second one is a collection of all the distances between neighbor 
atoms which are not directly bound and finally, the third one stands for those atoms that are relatively far. 
In all cases, except for the case 3, 9 and 12, the count of “distances” in the first group ranges between 35 
and 40. Results for the 6, 10 and 11 configuration are not shown since unfortunately we did not find any 
equilibrium geometry in these cases. 
Additionally, figure 13 shows the histogram of radial distances for the bare (on top) and the 9 (out 
of 12) different configurations studied. We have plotted two spheres with “r” and “r + 1 Å” of radius (where r 
goes from 0 Å to 7 Å), taking as the origin the point between the two central atoms and counting the gold 
atoms in between the spheres (see the two central atoms in figure 13). As can be seen in figure 13, most 
of the histogram of radial distances follow the same profile; around 1.4 Å we have the two central atoms 
and a maximum in the Au atom population is found around 3.5 Å. For 1, 4 and 5 cases the phosphine 
succeeded to slightly deform the core. 





Figure 12. Histogram of the Au – Au distances of the bare and the different PH3 – Au38 complexes structures. 
The equilibrium structures have been computed at the DFT LANL2MB / 6 – 31G(d) level. 





Figure 13. Histogram of the radial distances of gold atoms in the bare Au38 and the different PH3 – Au38 
complexes structures. The equilibrium structures have been computed at the DFT LANL2MB / 6 – 31G(d) 
level. 
 
Our study of the adsorption of PH3 on the Au38 surface shows that the positively charged gold atoms 
in the bare configuration are the best candidates for the phosphine to interact. Those configurations are 8, 
2 and 12 (see table 2). The partial charges are symmetric with respect to the C3 axis. The configuration 8 
corresponds to one of the three atoms at the top of the cluster (see the 3 atoms in the green circles in figure 
14), configuration 2 represents one of the three atoms at the middle of the Au38 (see the 3 atoms in the black 
circles in figure 14) and configuration 12 corresponds to one of the three atoms at the bottom of the cluster 
(see the 3 atoms in the purple circles in figure 14). 
 






Figure 14. Natural charges of the gold atoms in the bare Au38 in its equilibrium geometry computed at the 
DFT level. The relativistic pseudopotential and basis set LANL2MB was used for gold and the 6 – 31G(d) 
for the ligands. Circles of the same colour highlight the gold atoms of the same charge. The double circle 
represents an atom on the back of another. 
 
As shown in figure 3, in the fully ligated Au38 cluster, the binding of a phosphine ligand is only taking 
place on Au atoms that in the bare Au38 cluster have the highest positive natural charge. Site that correspond 
to the highest values of binding energy (see table 2) also correspond to the Au atoms that have the smallest 
coordination number in the bare cluster, which shows a good correlation between the fully phosphine ligation 
and the single interaction study. 
In addition, in table 3 we report the deformation energy (Ed) of the different configurations of the 
PH3 – Au38 and the NHC – Au38 set of complexes. The Ed at 0 K is defined as 𝐸𝑑 = 𝐸
∗
𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 − 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 where 
𝐸∗𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 is the electronic energy of the bare cluster in the complex geometry and 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 is the electronic energy 
of the bare cluster. It can be seen that in the phosphine case Ed ranges from 0.05 to 0.42 eV while for the 
NHC it ranges from 0.05 to 0.93 eV. In all configurations compared, NHC shows a larger Ed which confirms 











Table 3. Deformation energy (Ed) of the system Au38 – L. L being PH3 or NHC ligand. Equilibrium structures 







1 0.28 0.38 
2 0.07 0.12 
3 0.05 0.10 
4 0.23 0.47 
5 0.31 0.58 
6 0.00 0.05 
7 0.42 0.93 
8 0.06 0.09 
9 0.13 0.15 
10 0.00 0.76 
11 0.00 0.17 











Our calculations confirm that PH3 weakly binds a gold nanocluster surface adopting an “on top” position. 
NHC, on the other hand, forms strong covalent bonds with gold. No significant structural reorganization of 
the metal core was observed for PH3 capped clusters while the distortion upon binding NHC is significant. 
For both the phosphine and NHC ligands, the binding is characterized by a charge transfer from the ligand 
shell to the metal core. When interacting on the Au20 and Au38 nanocluster surfaces, NHC shows a stronger 
electron – donor character.  
 By comparing both NHC coated cationic Au13 clusters, we notice that now, the opening of the gap 
is correlated to a decrease of positive charge on the metal core which is the opposite effect as found for the 
phosphine cationic Au13 analogues. This is attributed to the higher distortion of the metal core produced by 
the NHC ligand shell leading to a complete different degeneracy scheme of the molecular orbitals compared 
to that of the phosphine analogues. he H – L gap opening correlates well with the blue shift in the UV – Vis 
spectra when going from [Au13NHC8Cl4]+ to [Au13NHC10Cl2]3+. 
 On the other hand, the stability of the Au20 nanocluster is confirmed since no significant modification 
of the tetrahedral geometry of metal core has been observed when PH3 is exchanged by NHC. This is 
highlighted by very similar optical profiles both capped Au20 clusters. 
Upon comparing the PH3 and NHC capped Au20 and Au38 clusters, the trend “the more negative the 
metal core, the more the UV – Vis spectrum is red shifted” found for the set of clusters [Au25(SR)18]q (with q 
= – 1, +1 and R being CH3 or the phenyl group) [11] is also followed. 
Our study of the PH3 – Au38 complex and the fully ligated Au38NHC9 provides understanding of how 
PH3 adsorbs on a gold nanocluster surface; PH3 will only interact with the most positively charged and less 
coordinated Au atoms. The set of PH3 – Au38 complexes and the fully ligated Au38(PH3)9 studies show a 
good agreement, since the nine PH3 in the fully ligated nanocluster are attached to the gold atoms with the 
highest natural charge and the smallest coordination number.  
Further studies on the effect of the organic group bearing the N atoms, the heterocyclic backbone 
in the NHC or on the P atoms should be performed in order to understand the role of interligand interaction 
on the stability, reactivity and optical properties of nanoclusters. The comprehension of the effect of the 
ligand shell on the structure and properties of bare metal nanoclusters is essential to functionalize these 
nanomaterials.  
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Conclusions and Perspectives 
 
Density functional theory is a powerful tool to investigate ligand – metal interactions. It offers good quality 
results at relatively low computational cost. Moreover, it also offers, in our specific case, comprehension of 
the effect of the ligand shell on the metal core morphology, electronic structure, ligand drafting modes and 
optical properties. 
In our study, computation of UV – Vis spectra at the TD – DFT / CAMB3LYP level, of the Au13, Au25, 
and Au28 metallic cores protected by thiolate, chloride, and phosphine ligand demonstrated that it is possible 
to tune the energy of the absorption band of gold clusters by the ligand shell engineering considering charge 
redistribution effects between ligand shell and metallic core. Our results suggest also that capping the GNCs 
with ligands with different electron donor and acceptor character offers the possibility of tuning their optical 
properties by controlling the spatial organization of the ligands on the metal surface. However, 
experimentally, the synthesis and structural determination of GNCs where we can control the organization 
of ligands on the metal surface in such small systems is very challenging and more work has to be done in 
order to understand the role of interligand interactions, their stability and mode of grafting of the ligand – Au 
bond. [1] 
Experimentally, we show by ESI – MS that by combining 4ATP (4 – aminothiophenol) and TP 
(thiophenol) ligands in the adapted Demessence synthesis [2] method, we preserve the Au25 nuclearity. Our 
ESI – MS results evidence a set of Au25(ATP)x(TP)18 – x clusters with different ATP/TP ratios. However, the 
addition of DDT leads to aggregation of the clusters producing nanoparticles. FT – IR spectroscopy confirms 
the absorption of two different ligands on the gold surface and SAXS shows that we have a very good 
correlation between the distance between two clusters and the length of the ligand protecting them. ESI – 
MS, FT – IR and UV – Vis spectroscopy and SAXS characterization techniques provide detailed information 
on the structural determination and on the optical properties evaluation of GNCs. On the other hand, these 
techniques do not provide information about the organization of the ligands in the shell and this is a very 
important parameter on the tuning of GNCs properties. [3-7] 
Furthermore, we have analyzed, in collaboration with the Institut Charles Gerhardt in the Université 
de Montpellier, France the reactivity of n – heterocyclic carbene (NHC) absorbed on gold nanosurfaces. 
Ligand exchange reaction of thioethers protected gold nanoparticles was performed to obtain their NHC 
protected GNC analogues. Experimental results of the Montpellier group show that several NHC bearing 
different group on the N atoms, for instance: methyl, hexyl and benzyl groups’ show similar reactivity while 
protecting a gold nanosurface. The protection of gold nanoparticles by different NHCs is accompanied by 
the erosion of the gold core, leading to a smaller particle diameter and by the formation of the bis(NHC) gold 
complexes ([NHC – Au – NHC]+). 




In order to understand the mode of grafting and surface reconstruction, we carried out DFT 
computations on the NHC protected Au38 model cluster.[8] A computational study on the NHCa – Au38 (NHC 
bearing CH3 on the N atoms: 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – benzimidazolium, called here NHCa) complex was 
performed. Our results confirm a strong covalent Au – C bond (even stronger than thiolates which explains 
why it is possible to exchange them by NHC) and – as in phosphine protected GNC – NHCa adopts an “ion 
top position”. Interestingly, our computations show that even the binding of a single NHCa induces a 
significant distortion of the metal framework followed by a charge transfer from the ligand shell to the metal 
core. This confirms the electron – donor character of NHCa. Further studies on the effect of the organic 
group bearing the N atoms, the phenyl backbone on the NHC should be performed to understand the role 
of interligand interaction on the stability, reactivity and optical properties of NHC capped GNCs.  
The joint experimental-theoretical study allows to propose a possible mechanism explaining the 
formation of [NHC – Au – NHC]+ complexes. First, the thioethers absorbed on the gold nanoparticle 
precursor are substituted by the NHCs. Next, surface reconstruction occurs due to the strong Au – C bond. 
The NHC – Au moiety may diffuse on the gold nanoparticle surface. Finally, the release of NHC – Au 
fragment makes possible the reaction with a single NHC to form the bis(NHC) AuI complex ([NHC – Au – 
NHC]+) leading to a decrease of the nanoparticle size. However, the NHC reactivity on gold surfaces is very 
complex and more studies should be carried out to understand the mechanisms of GNCs formation using 
NHC ligands as capping agents since the NHC coated GNCs exhibit a very poor stability. It appears that 
not only a strong Au – ligand bond is necessary to ensure the nanocluster stability but also interligand 
interactions. 
With the purpose to reinforce our understanding on the NHC drafting modes and in addition to 
explore their optical properties, a comparison of the fully ligated PH3 and 1, 3 – dimethyl – 1H – 
benzimidazolium (NHCa) GNC with different metal core (Au13, the tetrahedral Au20 and the Au38 cores) was 
also undertaken. Our computations show that in all of the 3 different fully protected metal cores the Au – P 
bond is weaker than the Au – NHC one. Additionally, our study confirms that the absorption optical profiles 
are dependent on the NHC/chloride ratio as observed by Konishi et al.[9] for phosphine ligand protected 
Au13 clusters suggesting that the ligand – to – metal charge transfer is an important parameter in 
understanding the electronic transitions in these clusters. 
Furthermore, our computations on the PH3 – Au38 complex show that PH3 will only interact on those 
positively charged and less coordinated Au atoms. We can conclude then that there is a site selectivity for 
the reactivity for the PH3 interacting on the Au38 surface which allows predicting where the PH3 is likely to 
be adsorbed. The PH3 – Au38 complex and the fully ligated Au38(PH3)9 studies show a good agreement, 
since the nine PH3 in the fully ligated nanocluster are attached on those gold atoms showing the more 
positive natural charge and the shortest coordination number.  




Finally, the understanding of the effect of ligand shell protection on the core and electronic structure 
and on the optical properties as well as the study of the mode of ligand grafting on the metal surface opens 
the door for GNC functionalization to design materials for specific applications. Our computations confirm 
that the electron donor or acceptor character, the spatial organization of the ligands and the charge state of 
the cluster play an important role in the regulation of the electron density in the metallic core. On the longer 
term, our results motivate the use of computational chemistry to assist the design of nanocluster synthesis 
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